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Abstract
People respond to moral criticism of their speech by claiming that they 
were joking. In this paper, I develop a speech act analysis of the humor 
excuse consisting of a negative stage, in which the speaker denies he or 
she was making an assertion, and a positive stage, in which the speaker 
claims she or he was engaged in non-serious/humorous speech instead. 
This analysis, however, runs afoul of the group identity objection, ac-
cording to which there is a moral distinction between jokes targeting 
members of vulnerable groups made by members of those groups and 
similar jokes made by non-members. In order to avoid this objection, 
I offer a revision to the speech act analysis that draws upon Perry’s dis-
tinction between beliefs and belief-states. 

Keywords
Humor, speech acts, excuse, slurs, belief-states.

Michael Richards, during a notorious incident at a West Hollywood 
comedy club, repeatedly shouted ‘Fuck You, n***r’ and other racially 
insensitive comments to black audience members whom he judged 
to be interrupting his stand-up routine. The overwhelming consensus 
was that this was deeply morally problematic, even if he was joking 
at the time. Chris Rock, in contrast, in his stand-up routine entitled 
“Niggas vs. Black People”, applied a variant of the same term to a 
subset of the black community and deployed a number of negati-
ve stereotypes about African Americans. But although the routine is 
controversial, the moral assessment of it has been far less negative. 
Similarly, Japanese comedian (and former wrestler) Razor Ramon 
Hard Gay has a routine in which he portrays a character from an 
American gay subculture. When it was revealed that he himself was 
not really gay but only pretending to be so, he was increasingly criti-
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cized for his stereotypical depiction of gay men.
The picture which emerges from these examples is one accor-

ding to which the moral assessment of jokes that target members 
of a vulnerable group depends, in part, on whether the person who 
utters them is a member of that group.1 My goal in this paper is not to 
challenge this picture but rather to articulate how it could be correct. 
In particular, my goal here is to reconcile it with what I take to be a 
compelling account of the “humor excuse”. Sometimes moral criti-
cism of speech can be rebutted by pointing out that the speaker was 
joking rather than being serious. And one way of explaining this is in 
terms of differences between the commitments and presuppositions 
of serious and humorous speech acts. The trouble is that the com-
mitments and presuppositions of speech acts do not seem to vary in 
the right way with the group membership of the speaker. As a result, 
both members and non-members of a targeted group appear to be 
equally well-placed to deploy the humor excuse.

This paper has five central sections. First, the basic issue of the 
appeal to humor to excuse speech, as well as a guiding example that 
is deployed to explore it, is introduced. Second, an account of humo-
rous speech acts is developed, focusing on cases of fictional, as oppo-
sed to non-fictional, humor. Third, an analysis of the humor excuse 
framed in terms of humorous speech acts is expounded. Fourth, the 
“identity objection” to the speech act analysis of the humor excuse is 
presented and a number of possible solutions are both considered and 
found wanting. And finally, a novel solution to this problem is develo-
ped in terms of Perry’s distinction between beliefs and belief-states.

1 Preliminaries

Stand-up comedy is differentiated from other forms of humor/co-
medy in a number of important respects. In this paper, the focus 
is going to be on one central differentiating feature, namely, that 
stand-up comedians perform substantial speech acts by means of 
their utterances. In a previous article, I argued that, unlike storytel-
ling performances, neither the composition nor the dissemination of 

1 By targeting members of vulnerable groups, I mean targeting them on the 
basis of their membership in such groups and not for other reasons.
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written fiction involves making substantial speech acts (Alward 2010: 
390–2). And the same point holds for written humor. By means of se-
lecting and recording sentences—which the compositional process, 
at its core, consists in—an author need not need thereby make any 
assertions, requests, invitations, or what have you, or pretend to do 
any of these things. Moreover, there is little reason to believe that by 
giving a work of written humor to someone else to read, the author 
thereby performs speech acts corresponding to each of the sentences 
that make up the work. In contrast, spoken comedy—whether on 
stage or off—clearly does consist in the performance of substantial 
speech acts. And the exact nature of these speech acts is the topic of 
the next section.

It will prove helpful to focus the discussion here around an actual 
concrete example. Because the example involves spoken but off stage 
comedy, someone might worry that it cannot be used to support an 
account of stand-up speech acts. One possible rejoinder would be 
to argue that spoken humor always counts as impromptu stand-up: 
just as a public art installation temporarily transforms a public space 
into an ad hoc gallery—with concomitant changes in how objects 
are (prescribed to be) interpreted and appreciated—spoken comedy 
turns a locale into a temporary stage. But even if this is unpersuasive, 
it is worth noting that none of the discussion of the example is tied 
to the fact that it occurs off stage. In addition, in the last section the 
theory developed here will be applied to cases of spoken comedy that 
do occur on stage.

In 1997, during the NBA Western Conference Finals, Hannah 
Storm, a female sportscaster, interviewed Charles Barkley who then 
played for the Houston Rockets. During this interview he suggested 
to Storm that members of his team who had previously won NBA 
championships were playing without the same sense of urgency as 
those who had not yet won championships. Storm subsequently na-
med the members of the team who had previously won champion-
ships and reasonably enough suggested that his criticism must have 
been intended to apply towards one or more of them. When he heard 
this, Barkley was outraged and accused Storm of taking his comments 
out of context, and he said the following:

“It doesn’t surprise me though because it was Hannah Storm. Women 
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shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports, anyway.” 

Barkley was widely criticized for his remarks and apologized to 
Storm in a subsequent interview, saying the following:

“It was stupid and sexist and said in jest. I want to apologize to you and 
all the women journalists out there. Keep up the good work.”

There are three key elements of this example worth noting here. 
First, the fact that an utterance is intended as a joke, rather than 
meant seriously, is supposed to make a difference in the moral evalu-
ation of the utterance. Other things being equal, Barkley’s utterance 
of the sentence

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

would be worse, morally speaking, if it were made seriously than if 
it were “said in jest”. Second, simply claiming that an utterance was 
a joke does not make it so. Whether or not a speaker was joking de-
pends, at least in part, upon his or her mental states at the time of the 
utterance. And a speaker could claim that his or her utterance was 
a joke either sincerely—genuinely believing it to have been so—or 
insincerely—realizing it was not but trying to avoid moral criticism. 
And third, even if a claim to the effect that an utterance was joke is 
sincere (and accurate), this does not by itself render it morally un-
problematic. Barkley had it just right: although it was (putatively) 
a joke, his remark was nevertheless “stupid and sexist” and warran-
ted an apology. The point seems to be that while the humor excuse 
undermines one basis for the moral criticism of an utterance, other 
grounds for criticism remain in play and, perhaps, new bases for cri-
ticism may even be thereby generated.

The central concern here is twofold: the conditions under which 
morally suspect utterances can be excused by the appeal to humor, 
and the limits on such excuses. It is worth considering how these 
questions relate to more central questions in the current literature on 
the ethics of humor. These latter questions include such things as the 
conditions under which humor is wrong (Benatar 1999), whether or 
not we are responsible for finding morally inappropriate jokes funny 
(Sankowski 1977), and the extent to which moral defects in jokes af-
fect whether or not they are in fact funny (Smuts 2010). My concern 
with the limits of the humor excuse accords nicely with questions 
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about the wrongness of telling jokes and, perhaps less directly, with 
questions about responsibility for finding jokes funny. After all, the 
humor excuse fails exactly when an utterance would count as morally 
wrong even when understood to be a joke. But my concern with the 
conditions under which utterances can be excused by the claim that 
the teller was joking is an underdeveloped topic in the literature on 
the ethics of humor. Much of this literature is focused on the moral 
inappropriateness of (both telling and laughing at) certain forms of 
humor, whereas the focus in this essay is on humor that is morally 
appropriate and, in particular, the conditions under which under-
standing an utterance to be a joke renders it morally superior to what 
it would be if it were understood instead to be serious.

2 Humorous speech acts

Suppose that a sentence such as

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

was uttered as an assertion. On a standard speech act analysis, the 
goal of an utterance is to effect a change in the psychological states 
or behavior of the person to whom it is directed by means of his or 
her recognition of the meaning or content of the utterance in the 
context in which it was produced (Grice 1957, Searle 1969, 1983). 
Typically, a distinction is drawn between communicative or “illocu-
tionary” goals and actions and “perlocutionary” goals and actions de-
signed to be achieved by means of illocutionary actions. And various 
kinds of speech acts are differentiated in terms of their characteristic 
illocutionary and perlocutionary goals. In the case of assertion, the 
characteristic perlocutionary goal is often taken to be that of getting 
the listener to believe what the speaker has said, or, more modestly, 
to believe that the speaker believes it. And the characteristic commu-
nicative goal is taken to be that of getting to the listener to recognize 
that the speaker intends to induce belief in what he or she has said, or, 
again more modestly, to express her or his commitment to the truth 
of what was said. In the example at hand, someone who uttered

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

as an assertion would have to have the perlocutionary goal of getting 
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the listener to believe that women shouldn’t be announcing men’s 
sports and the illocutionary goal of getting the listener to recognize 
that the speaker intends the listener to believe that women shouldn’t 
be announcing men’s sports. 

Speech acts can be sincere or insincere, but the requirements of 
sincerity vary with the type of speech act performed. In the case 
of assertion, sincerity requires that the speaker believe what is said. 
So, for example, a linguistically competent speaker who asserted the 
sentence

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

but did not him or herself believe that women should not be announ-
cing men’s sports would be doing so insincerely and, in particular, 
would be lying. But any linguistically competent speaker who asser-
ted that sentence sincerely would inevitably believe the proposition 
in question. As a result, the inference from the fact that a linguis-
tically competent speaker made a sincere assertion by means of an 
utterance to the conclusion that the speaker believes what he or she 
said is a good one.

In addition to their sincerity conditions, speech acts normally 
come with a number of presuppositions. These are beliefs (and other 
attitudes) that need to be attributed to the speaker in order for his 
or her speech act to make sense. Although there may be a variety of 
different kinds of presuppositions required for the felicitous perfor-
mance of a speech act of a certain kind, the focus here is on presup-
positions that explain why the speaker said what he or she did, that is, 
why she or he produced an utterance with that particular meaning or 
content. The presuppositions of an assertion of 

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

for example, might include the belief that women lack the skill set 
to announce men’s sports or something of that vein. As a result, both 
the belief that women should not be announcing men’s sports and 
the belief that women lack the skill set to announce men’s sports can 
reasonably be attributed to a linguistically competent speaker who 
sincerely asserts the sentence

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports. 
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Now, of course, the attribution of presuppositions of this kind to a 
speaker may be less epistemically secure than the attribution of sin-
cerity conditions. After all, there may be multiple sets of beliefs that 
equally well explain the speaker’s utterance. And which beliefs can 
be justifiably attributed to the speaker may depend on such things 
as conventional attitudes of the day, the trajectory of the conversati-
on prior to the utterance at issue, and past behaviour—linguistic or 
otherwise—on the part of the speaker. 

Other kinds of speech acts differ from assertions in both their 
characteristic goals and their sincerity conditions, as well as their 
presuppositions. Suppose, for example, that by means of uttering 

I would like the salt,

I make a request rather than an assertion. In this case, my primary 
goal would be to have you pass the salt to me rather than to get you to 
form beliefs about my spice-acquisition preferences. And my speech 
act would be insincere if I did not want you to pass the salt, rather 
than if I did not believe that I would like the salt. The presuppositions 
of my utterance might include such things as the belief that you have 
the ability to pass the salt to me and would have the inclination to do 
so were you made aware of my desires on the matter. Similarly, if I 
made a promise, rather than an assertion, by means of uttering

I will pay you back tomorrow

my primary goal would be to commit myself to a future course of 
action rather than to induce beliefs about my future conduct in you. 
And my act would be insincere if I did not intend to carry out that ac-
tion rather than if I did not believe that I would. The presuppositions 
might include the beliefs that I have the ability to pay you back—or, 
at least, that I will tomorrow—and that you want to be paid back.

The central concern here is with a speech act analysis of humor. In 
what follows, I will be focusing on cases in which the humorous ut-
terances at issue are fictional as opposed to non-fictional.2 Of course, 
jokes often involve a mix of fact and fiction, that is, a mix of true and 

2 It is worth noting that it is the fictionality of humorous utterances, and not 
that of humorous works, that is at issue here. For more on the distinction between 
the fictionality of utterances and the fictionality of works, see Alward (2010). 
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false (or, perhaps, truth valueless) utterances. Consider, for example, 
jokes designed to poke fun at specific people. By itself, of course, the 
truth of an utterance fails to render it non-fictional: after all, many 
fictions involve real people, places, and events.3 What is required 
instead for an utterance to be non-fictional is for it to be uttered as 
an assertion.4 Now one might try to deny that humorous utterances 
can be assertions, but this is hardly plausible even if tight restrictions 
are placed on the class of utterances at issue. After all, nothing pre-
vents an arbitrary speaker from intending that a listener find what he 
or she says to be funny by means of inducing the listener to believe 
what was said.

The motivation here for focusing on humorous utterances that 
are fictional is that doing so seems to be a requirement of the humor 
excuse. As we shall see below, a central element of the attempt to 
excuse an utterance by claiming to have been joking is the denial that 
one’s utterance was an assertion. As a result, any humorous utterance 
that is at the same time an assertion is not a candidate to be excused 
in this way. This is not to say that no humorous utterances are non-
fictional; rather it is to say that non-fictional utterances cannot be 
excused by pointing out that they were humorous.5 The upshot is that 
non-fictional humorous utterances will not be at issue in the discus-
sion here. One might object that, in at least some cases, the morally 
suspect content is not what is literally expressed by an utterance but 
rather what is pragmatically imparted by means of it. As a result, a 
speaker might be able to excuse her utterance by claiming to have 
been joking without having to deny that she was making an assertion 
in such cases.6 The trouble with this objection is that in order to ex-

3 And non-fictional utterances can also be false. 
4 Requests, promises, and the like can, of course, be non-fictional as well. For 

present purposes, I will focus on the assertive case. 
5 One might attempt to develop an alternate variant of the humor excuse ac-

cording to which an utterance can be excused, not by pointing out that it was 
humorous rather than an assertion, but by pointing out that it was humorous in 
addition to being an assertion. But insofar as an assertion is morally problematic in 
its own right, arguing that it was uttered to get a laugh seems to make things worse 
rather than better. 

6  This objection comes from an anonymous referee at Disputatio. 
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cuse one’s utterance by appeal to humor in some such case, the (puta-
tive) fact that one was joking would have to block the pragmatic infe-
rence from what one said to the problematic content. But it is simply 
not clear how this would work. Insofar as the claim to have been 
joking does not include a denial of having made an assertion, what it 
amounts to is the identification of an additional, perhaps unnoticed, 
perlocutionary goal of the utterance—having the audience find the 
utterance funny. But this provides no reason to think the utterance 
was not subject to the Gricean Cooperative Principle and its various 
maxims—or whatever mechanisms of pragmatic inference were in 
effect—and, hence, no reason to think that the problematic content 
was not pragmatically imparted even if the speaker was joking (Grice 
1975). Unless and until an account can be developed according to 
which the perlocutionary goal of having the listener find what one 
says to be funny blocks the relevant pragmatic inferences, focusing on 
fictional cases will not lead us too far wrong.

The exact nature of the speech acts performed when engaged in 
fictional storytelling remains a matter of some controversy (Alward 
2009). Two central approaches are Searle’s (1975) pretense theory 
and Currie’s (1990) fictive illocution theory. According to Searle’s 
view, fictional speech consists of illocutionary pretense. If a speaker 
utters 

It was a dark and stormy night 

as part of a storytelling performance, he or she pretends to assert 
that the night in question was dark and stormy rather than actually 
doing so. As a result, he or she only pretends to meet the sincerity 
conditions of an assertion of that sentence—to have the belief that 
the night in question was dark and stormy—rather than actually 
doing so, and in addition only pretends that the presuppositions of 
some such assertion are satisfied. According to Currie, in contrast, 
speakers engaged in storytelling perform genuine illocutionary acts 
rather than pretending to do so. But rather than making assertions or 
promises or requests or the like, they engage in sui generis fictional 
illocutionary acts (Currie 1990). The characteristic perlocutionary 
goal of a fictional speech act, on the view in question, is that the liste-
ner imagine or make-believe the content of the utterance rather than 
believe it, and the characteristic illocutionary or communicative goal 
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is that the listener recognize that the speaker intends that he or she 
make-believe it. So, for example, if a speaker utters

It was a dark and stormy night

as part of a storytelling performance, he or she genuinely performs 
an illocutionary act rather than pretending to do so; but rather than 
intending that the listener believe that the night in question was dark 
and stormy, the speaker’s goal is to get the listener to imagine or 
make-believe that this is so. 

In what follows, I am simply going to assume the goal of fictional 
speech is as the fictive illocution theory would have it. This is because 
even an advocate of the pretense theory would presumably take the 
goal of fictional speech to be that of getting the listener to be “caught 
up” in the fictional story; and the standard view of what this consists 
in is imagination or make-believe (Currie 1990, Walton 1990). Mo-
reover, I am to assume that the sincerity condition endorsed by the 
fictive illocutionary view—that the speaker desires that the listener 
imagine or make-believe the content of her utterance—is satisfied as 
long as the speech in question is non-deceptive, that is,  as long as the 
speaker does not intend that the listener believe the speech in ques-
tion to be non-fictional. After all, insofar as the general goal of asser-
tive pretense is listener make-believe and, in a particular case, the 
speaker has no intention to deceive, then the speaker will presumably 
desire that the listener imagine or make-believe what he or she says. 

Now the question is what presuppositions a speaker must have 
if he or she engages in fictional speech. In particular, the question is 
what he or she must believe if she expects her utterance to have the 
desired effect on the listener. A minimal condition presumably is that 
the speaker must believe that what she or he says is imaginable: in or-
der to reasonably expect that a listener will imagine or make-believe 
what he or she says, a speaker must believe that it is possible for the 
listener to do so. A second minimal condition is that the speaker must 
believe that what he or she says is comprehensible: in order to reaso-
nably expect that a listener will imagine what she or he says, a speaker 
must believe that the listener understands him or her. And a third 
minimal condition is that the speaker must believe that what he or she 
says is sufficiently compelling: even if a listener understands what has 
been said and is able to imagine or make-believe it, he or she never-
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theless might not be inclined to do so; hence, in order to reasonably 
expect the listener to imagine what he or she says, a speaker needs 
to believe that the listener will find doing so sufficiently rewarding.

In addition to merely getting a listener to imagine or make-be-
lieve what she or he says, a speaker engaged in a storytelling perfor-
mance will typically desire to achieve other effects as well, effects 
which paradigmatically vary with the genre of the story being told. A 
speaker telling an adventure story may hope to achieve excitement. A 
speaker telling a horror story may hope to achieve fear. And a speaker 
telling a tragedy may hope to achieve tears.7 In order to expect to 
produce these effects in listeners, speakers need to have as presuppo-
sitions two sorts of beliefs: beliefs about what features stories need to 
have in order to be exciting, scary, or sad; and beliefs which ground 
judgments to the effect that their own stories have these features. So, 
for example, I might expect a story in which an undergraduate with 
middling grades fails to get into law school to be sad if I believe that 
stories in which people fail to get what they deserve are sad and I 
believe that undergraduates with middling grades deserve to get into 
law school.8 

The focus here, of course, is on humor in particular and not fic-
tion more generally. The first thing to note is that in addition to me-
rely getting the listener to imagine or make-believe what she says, a 
speaker engaged in (fictional) humorous speech will typically desire 
that the listener find what he or she says to be funny and, perhaps, 
to express this through laughter, facial expressions, or the like. Mo-
reover, in order to expect her or his listeners to find what she or he 
says to be funny, the speaker, again, needs to have as presuppositions 
two sorts of beliefs: beliefs about what features a stretch of discourse 
needs to have in order to be funny; and beliefs which ground the 
judgment that what he or she says has these features. Consider again 
Charles Barkley’s utterance of the sentence,

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports. 

7 Of course, many stories are designed to achieve the paradigmatic effects of a 
plurality of genres. 

8 In what follows, I will be assuming that the speaker is not pandering, that is, 
saying things that he or she believes the speaker will find frightening, sad, or funny, 
but which he or she herself does not find frightening, sad or funny. 
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Moreover, let us suppose that he was, as he claimed, joking and that 
his speech act was sincere in the sense that he really did want his 
audience to find what he said funny. In order to expect his utterance 
to have this effect he would have to presuppose something along the 
lines of the following: speech discussing people occupying roles for 
which they lack the temperament is funny; and women lack the tem-
perament for announcing men’s sports. There are, of course, diffe-
rent presuppositions that Barkley might have had that are compatible 
with the supposition that he was sincerely joking, but we will assume 
the presuppositions noted here for illustrative purposes.

3 The humor excuse

The humor excuse arises in circumstances of the following kind: a 
speaker has said something; an evaluator criticizes the content of 
what was said—and by extension, the speaker—as morally suspect; 
and the evaluator’s criticism presupposes that the speaker’s utterance 
was an assertion as opposed to a joke.9 There are, of course, other 
ways of avoid criticism of one’s speech that falls short of denying you 
were being serious. A speaker might claim to have been misunder-
stood or that he or she was not being literal—that his or her utteran-
ce was meant metaphorically or ironically or sarcastically—or that he 
or she was being insincere. Alternately the speaker might concede the 
evaluator’s interpretation but argue, contra the evaluator, that what 
he or she said was morally unproblematic. The focus here, however, is 
on cases in which the speaker concedes that the evaluator has got the 
content of her utterance right, that he or she was being sincere, and 
that if it had been uttered as an assertion, it would be morally proble-
matic. But, in the cases at issue, the speaker nevertheless claims that 
his or her utterance is morally unproblematic because it was not an 
assertion, as he or she was joking.

In what follows, a two-stage analysis of the humor excuse will 
be developed. But it is worth noting at the outset that there are a 
number of other sorts of appeals to humor, distinct from the humor 
excuse at issue here, to which this analysis does not apply. One ex-

9 Following Searle (1975), I will take non-serious speech to be fictional speech 
in general and humor to be a specific way of being non-serious. 
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ample might involve cases in which an evaluator criticizes something 
a speaker has said when the status of the utterance in question as 
humor is not at issue. A speaker who responds to such criticism by 
saying that he or she was only joking is not thereby attempting to un-
dercut that criticism by claiming that the utterance was a joke and not 
an assertion, but rather is claiming that the moral criticism of jokes 
in general is suspect (Bergman 1986: 75). Another example might 
involve cases in which an evaluator criticizes something the speaker 
has said when the status of the latter’s utterance as non-humor is not 
at issue. I have in mind cases in which the speaker’s claim to have been 
joking is a transparent pretense designed to de-escalate a potential 
confrontation provoked by his or her original utterance (which an 
evaluator, who is similarly disinclined towards confrontation, might 
pretend to believe).

The humor excuse can be analyzed as having two distinct stages, 
one negative and one positive. The negative stage consists in the deni-
al that one was making an assertion; the positive stage consists in the 
affirmation that one was engaged in humorous speech. We will con-
sider each in turn. Suppose someone makes an utterance whose con-
tent is morally problematic, perhaps because it is disparaging to the 
members of an oppressed or vulnerable group. If an evaluator judges 
the utterance to have been an assertion, he or she might rightfully 
criticize the speaker both for attempting to get the listening audience 
to believe this content and, assuming the speaker was sincere, for 
believing it him or herself, as well as believing any presuppositions of 
it there might be. So, for example, an evaluator who is made aware of 
Charles Barkley’s utterance of the sentence,

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

and who judges it to have been uttered as an assertion, might reaso-
nably criticize him for both attempting to get others to believe that 
women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports and for believing it 
himself. The negative stage of the humor excuse, assuming it is made 
sincerely, blocks these grounds for criticism. If the speaker denies 
that his or her utterance was an assertion, he or she thereby both de-
nies that the goal of the utterance was to induce belief in the proble-
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matic content in the audience and denies believing it him or herself.10 
So, for example, in claiming that his utterance of 

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports,

was made in jest, Charles Barkley thereby denied he was attempting 
to get the audience to believe that women should not be announcing 
men’s sports and denied believing it himself.

As above, the positive stage involves the affirmation that the spea-
ker was engaged in humorous speech. There are a number of wor-
ries one might have at this point. First, one might wonder whether 
or not the positive stage is even necessary, that is, whether a joke 
can be successfully excused by the negative stage alone. Consider, by 
way of analogy, someone found in possession of a murder weapon. 
Even if this person denies having committed the murder, unless he 
or she has an adequate excuse for possessing the weapon, she or he 
may still be in legal jeopardy. Similarly, someone who denies having 
made an assertion by means of an utterance nevertheless still per-
formed some speech act or other by means of it. And depending on 
what type of speech act was thereby performed, the speaker might 
still be subject to moral criticism. The point of the positive stage of 
the humor excuse is to identify a speech act performed by means of 
the utterance—joke-telling—which renders the utterance morally 
innocent. Second, one might wonder whether or not the negative 
stage is required at all or if it is simply entailed by the positive stage. 
The first thing to note is that the positive stage does not entail the 
negative stage; after all, the possibility of non-fictional humor, dis-
cussed above, shows that the fact that one was joking does not entail 
that one was not making an assertion. Moreover, insofar as one has 
been subjected to moral criticism premised on the assumption that 
one’s utterance was an assertion, the negative stage denial that one 
was making an assertion is essential to one’s defense of the utterance. 
Third, one might wonder what the relation between the negative and 
positive stages actually is, whether the negative stage is temporally or 
logically prior to the positive stage, or whether there is some other 
relation between them. The first thing to note is that since both stages 

10 Strictly, all that the speaker thereby denies is having expressed some such 
belief, not merely holding it. 
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are implemented by means of a single speech act—a statement to the 
effect that one was joking—there is little basis for thinking they fall 
into any kind of temporal order. The negative stage is prior to the 
positive stage in at least one other sense, however. Unlike the positive 
stage, it directly addresses the moral criticism that prompted the ex-
cuse: that the utterance at issue is morally problematic, if understood 
to be an assertion. Nevertheless, I remain neutral on the question 
of whether this counts as logical priority or some kind of pragmatic 
priority or the like. And fourth, one might wonder whether there are 
any theoretical benefits to the two-stage model over a simpler one-
stage model of the humor excuse. There is, in my view, one central 
advantage to the two-stage model: it can be deployed in the analysis 
of a broad range of excuses that are structurally similar to the humor 
excuse. In particular, it can be deployed whenever a speaker wants 
to claim that the moral criticism of one of his or her utterances has 
received is misguided because it misidentifies the speech act perfor-
med by means of the utterance. We have been focusing here on cases 
in which a speaker denies having made an assertion and claims instead 
to have been joking, but the two-stage could in principle be applied 
to any such speech act denial-claim pair, including the denial that one 
was joking and the claim one was making an assertion instead.

Now insofar as a speaker (sincerely) affirms that he or she was 
engaged in humorous speech, the speaker thereby commits him or 
herself to the following four things: (1) the goal that the listener ima-
gine rather than believe what was said; (2) the goal that the listener 
find what was said to be funny; (3) general beliefs about what fea-
tures a stretch of discourse needs to have in order to be funny; and 
(4) beliefs which ground the judgment that what was said has these 
features. And in order for the positive stage of the humor excuse to 
be effective, none of these commitments can themselves be morally 
problematic. Except under highly unusual circumstances, (1) and (2) 
are unlikely to be problematic. But given that certain styles of humor 
can be morally objectionable—graphically violent humor or humor 
that involves threats towards its targets, for example—a speaker’s 
category (3) commitments can open him or her up to moral cri-
ticism. In addition, a speaker’s category (4) commitments—beliefs 
that ground the judgment that what was said has the relevant funny-
making features—can also be morally problematic. After all, these 
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beliefs might include morally suspect views about the target or tar-
gets of the joke. If it turns out that the speaker’s category (3) and (4) 
beliefs are morally unproblematic, then the humor excuse is success-
ful: the speaker has disavowed any morally problematic commitments 
his or her utterance would have had were it uttered as an assertion 
without taking on any other morally problematic commitments by 
affirming the utterance was made in jest. But if the beliefs are morally 
problematic—if, for example, they include harmful or demeaning 
stereotypes of members of oppressed or vulnerable groups—then 
the humor excuse is ultimately unsuccessful. Consider one final time 
Barkley’s utterance of 

Women shouldn’t be announcing men’s sports.

If, as above, Barkley’s category (3) and (4) presuppositions were re-
spectively that speech discussing people occupying roles for which 
they lack the temperament is funny and women lack the tempera-
ment for announcing men’s sports, then by asserting that he was jo-
king Barkley did not successfully excuse his utterance. And this is 
because he is drawing upon harmful stereotypes about women. That 
is why Barkley’s own comment—“It was stupid and sexist and said in 
jest” (emphasis added)—was apt.

As noted above, the central concern addressed by the positive 
stage—the limits of the humor excuse—overlaps with some of the 
current literature on the ethics of humor. As a result, it is worth con-
sidering how the view on offer fits into this literature. The first thing 
to note is that the issue here is with the ethics of telling jokes and not 
the ethics of finding jokes funny. As a result, the view defended above 
does not in any direct sense address the question of the extent to 
which audiences are responsible for finding objectionable jokes they 
are told to be funny (Sankowski 1977, Smuts 2010). Second, the view 
on offer here has a number of affinities with Bergmann’s account of 
sexist humor. According to Bergmann, humor counts as sexist when 
sexist beliefs must be held in order perceive the incongruity which 
makes the joke funny (Bergmann 1986: 70). Similarly, according to 
the positive stage of the humor excuse, the humor excuse fails—that 
is, the joke is morally inappropriate—exactly when the speaker has 
sexist or otherwise morally problematic beliefs which ground the 
judgement that his or her utterance is funny. Moreover, given the 
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goal that the listener find what was said to be funny, the speaker must 
intend that the listener share these problematic beliefs as well. Third, 
despite its superficial differences from Benatar’s account of the ethics 
of humor, the view on offer here is, at least arguably, compatible with 
it. According to Benatar, humor is wrong when it is either intended 
to cause harm or there is a reasonable expectation that it will do 
so, and the harm is not justifiable (Benatar 1999: 191). And an ap-
proach that analyzes unethical humor in terms of the harm it causes 
is prima facie incompatible with one which analyzes unethical humor 
in terms of morally problematic beliefs. But on Benatar’s view, ha-
ving a negative belief about someone harms that person by damaging 
their reputation, even if no action is taken on the basis of that be-
lief (Benatar 1999: 193). As a result, the inappropriate beliefs which 
underpin my account of immoral humor count as the very sorts of 
harms which lie at the core of Benatar’s account. Finally, one might 
object to the positive stage of the humor excuse developed above 
because it presupposes the claim that finding a joke funny requires 
believing the propositions it relies on rather than merely recognizing 
such propositions, a claim which is rejected by both Benatar (1999: 
201) and Smuts (2010: 338). While it is true that the view on offer 
does presuppose this claim, it is worth noting if this presupposition 
is abandoned, the view could be easily reformulated on the model 
of the moderate autonomist position Carroll (1996) considers in his 
discussion of the relation between moral and aesthetic value. Accor-
ding to moderate autonomism, although an artwork can be rightfully 
criticized as being morally flawed, these moral flaws do not affect its 
aesthetic value. Similarly, one might argue that a joke can be morally 
criticized for engendering inappropriate beliefs even if sharing these 
beliefs is not required for finding the joke funny. This is only the ba-
rest of sketches of how my view might be reformulated, but it should 
suffice for present purposes.

4 The identity objection 

In my view, this analysis of the humor excuse is basically correct, at 
least insofar as it is restricted to humorous utterances which are at 
the same time fictional. It captures how the claim to have been joking 
can excuse what someone says but also reveals the limits of some such 
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excuse. Nevertheless, it runs into at least one serious difficulty: the 
group identity objection. The basic problem is as follows. According 
to the speech act analysis of the humor excuse, whether or not the 
claim that one was joking successfully excuses an utterance targeting 
the members of an oppressed or vulnerable group depends only on 
the speaker’s beliefs about what features a stretch of discourse needs 
to have in order to be funny and his or her beliefs which ground the 
judgment that what was said has these features. But a non-member of 
the targeted group can have exactly the same beliefs on these issues 
as can a member of the group. And if they do have the same beliefs 
then the speech act analysis entails that the moral status of their ut-
terances should be the same. Suppose, for example, that Chris Rock 
responded to moral criticism of an utterance from his “Niggas vs. 
Black People” routine by pointing out that he was joking and, moreo-
ver, that Rock’s beliefs that ground his judgement that the utterance 
in question was funny pass moral muster. Given that there is no rea-
son why Michael Richards could not share Rock’s beliefs about what 
makes something funny, he could excuse a similar utterance from his 
West Hollywood club performance in the same way. But this runs 
counter to the assumption, made at the outset, that membership in a 
targeted group is morally significant.

There are two preliminary responses to this worry worth raising 
here: an epistemic response and an appeal to cultural meaning. First, 
according to the epistemic response, we find ourselves in a cultural 
context in which there are widespread discriminatory attitudes to-
wards members of certain vulnerable groups held by people who are 
not members of them, attitudes which are not generally shared by the 
members of those groups themselves. As a result, other things being 
equal, it is reasonable to attribute discriminatory attitudes to non-
members whose jokes target members of vulnerable groups, whereas 
it is reasonable to attribute non-discriminatory attitudes to members 
of those groups who tell the same sorts of jokes. And while the discri-
minatory attitudes attributed to non-members on this basis may well 
undermine any attempt to deploy the humor excuse on their part, 
the non-discriminatory attitudes attributed to members of the targe-
ted group do not. The trouble with the epistemic strategy is that the 
attribution of widely shared discriminatory attitudes to a particular 
individual is epistemologically defeasible. Other evidence, including 
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such things as the past behavior of the individual in question, the tes-
timony of those who know him or her well, and the like, could war-
rant the attribution of non-discriminatory, rather than discriminato-
ry, attitudes to the individual vis-à-vis the targeted group. And this 
leaves room for speakers who target members of vulnerable groups 
they themselves are not members of to avail themselves of the humor 
excuse. But suppose, for example, that the evidence supported the 
attribution to Michael Richards of non-discriminatory attitudes to-
wards African Americans. I suspect that, even so, many people would 
resist the conclusion that his claim of having been joking would ex-
cuse his utterances during the performance in question.

Second, according to the appeal to cultural meaning, in a cultural 
context of widespread discriminatory attitudes, an utterance targe-
ting members of a vulnerable group has a different cultural meaning 
when made by a member of the targeted group than it does when 
made by a non-member. Moreover, the cultural meaning of the utte-
rance is independent of the attitudes of the person who made it. And 
if this is right, such differences in cultural meaning might render an 
utterance made by a non-member of the targeted group morally in-
appropriate even if the speaker shared the same attitudes as a member 
who said the same thing (and whose utterance was morally defensib-
le). This strategy, however, runs into difficulties as well. One central 
difficulty stems from the fact that the cultural meaning of a symbol 
can vary with the social context in which it is deployed. Consider, for 
example, the swastika symbol. In most European and North Ame-
rican contexts, it symbolizes antisemitism and white supremacism; 
whereas in many southeast Asian contexts, it symbolizes well-being, 
prosperity, and luck. As a result, the cultural meaning of a joke targe-
ting members of a vulnerable group made by a non-member depends 
on the context in which it is uttered. And not only does this yield a, 
perhaps unpalatable, kind of moral relativism regarding the moral 
status of such jokes, it also seems to entail that Michael Richards’ 
utterances might have been morally appropriate had they only been 
made to a different audience. Once again, this is a conclusion I su-
spect many would resist. It seems that another strategy is required.
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5 Indexical belief, group membership, and respect 

The defense of the speech act analysis of the humor excuse from the 
identity objection on offer here relies on Perry’s distinction between 
beliefs and belief-states (1979). Perry’s focus is on locating beliefs, 
beliefs about “where one is, when it is, and who one is” (Perry 1979: 
5). What is significant about locating beliefs is that they both explain 
behaviour and can be expressed only by using indexical terms, such 
as ‘I’ or ‘we’. Consider the follow example. Perry followed a trail of 
sugar down the aisles of a supermarket intending to inform the shop-
per with the torn sack that she or he was making a mess. At a certain 
point, Perry realized he was following himself down the aisles and 
thereby acquired the locating belief he expressed using the sentence ‘I 
am making a mess.’ As a result, he ceased following the trail of sugar 
and instead rearranged the sack of sugar in his shopping cart (Perry 
1979: 3). What is important to note is that despite the fact that ‘I’ 
in Perry’s mouth and ‘the shopper with the torn sack’ refer to he 
same individual—Perry himself—the locating belief at issue cannot 
be identified with Perry’s belief that the shopper with the torn sack 
is making a mess.11 After all, since Perry had this belief all along, it 
cannot explain the change in Perry’s behaviour from following the 
sugar trail to rearranging the sack in his own cart, which the locating 
belief, in contrast, does explain. 

Perry’s response to this problem is to take locating beliefs to be 
belief-states rather than beliefs proper. Beliefs are a certain kind of 
cognitive relation between subjects and propositions. So, for examp-
le, insofar as both Perry and I stand in the belief relation to the propo-
sition that Perry was making a mess, it follows that we share the belief 
that Perry was making a mess. Belief-states, in contrast, are cognitive 
states that are individuated functionally—in terms of their contribu-
tions to behaviour—rather then in terms of any proposition to which 
the subject is thereby related. If, for example, Perry and I are both 
in cognitive states we would express using ‘I am making a mess’, we 
thereby believe different propositions: I believe the propositions that 
Peter Alward is making a mess and Perry believes the proposition that 

11 Or any other belief that could be expressed by Perry without the use of the 
indexical ‘I’, for that matter.  
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John Perry is making a mess. Nevertheless, insofar as we both desire 
to avoid making messes—and believe that messes can be avoided by 
rearranging torn sugar sacks—we will engage in the same sack rear-
ranging behaviour. It is it for this reason that we count as being in the 
same belief-state (Perry 1979: 17–8).  

The structure of the defense of the speech act analysis on offer 
here is a follows: there is a psychological state that members of a 
vulnerable group can be in but non-members cannot be in; and being 
in that state makes a difference vis-à-vis the moral status of jokes 
targeting members of the group. Borrowing from Perry’s discussion 
of locating beliefs, the state in question is one that can be expressed 
only by uses of ‘we’ whose extension is the membership of the group 
targeted by the joke: since members of a targeted group can use ‘we’ 
in this way, they can be in this state; but since non-members do not 
fall within the extension of such uses of ‘we’, they cannot be in this 
state. There are two questions that arise at this point: exactly what 
the psychological state in question is; and why does being in this state 
make a moral difference when it comes to jokes targeting members 
of vulnerable groups. 

In the remainder of this section, I will defend the view that the 
psychological state which grounds the moral distinction between jo-
kes targeting a vulnerable group made by members and non-mem-
bers is self-respect as a group member. The question as to why being in 
some such cognitive state is morally significant can be sharpened by 
focusing on cases in which the speaker targets another person, rather 
than a group, with a joke. The first thing to note is that there is a fun-
damental moral distinction between those cases in which the speaker 
is poking fun at the target of the joke and those cases in which he or 
she is treating the target like a buffoon. Other things being equal, 
poking fun at someone is morally permissible but treating her or him 
like a buffoon is not.12 And what distinguishes poking fun at someone 
and treating him like a buffoon is respect: if I respect the target of my 
joke then I am merely poking fun at her or him; but if I fail to res-

12 Exceptions include cases where the target is particularly thin-skinned—and 
so even poking fun of him might not be acceptable—as well as cases where the 
target has engaged in serious wrongdoing—in which case treating him as a buffoon 
might be permissible. 
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pect the target—or, more strongly, disrespect her or him—then I am 
treating the target like a buffoon.13

But even if I respect the target of my joke, there remains a moral 
asymmetry between cases in which I make fun of her or him and the 
target makes fun of her or himself. Suppose, for example, that the 
target is very obese. Although it might be permissible for said person 
to make fat jokes about him or herself, other things being equal it 
would still not be permissible for me to make fat jokes targeted at 
him or her. And I take it that the reason that it would be inappropriate 
is because obese people are systematically treated in disrespectful (or 
worse) ways because of their weight. As a result, targeting an obese 
person with a fat joke contributes to a pattern of abuse, even if I res-
pect the target of my joke.14 But if the obese person makes a fat joke 
about her or himself, it need not contribute to this pattern. In par-
ticular, if it is made with an attitude of self-respect, it can transform 
the socially maligned feature into a source of personal power, which 
can be used to undermine or blunt the abusive behaviour to which he 
or she has been subjected.15

It is important, for present purposes, to note that people are mul-
tifaceted: they have a variety of features which ground their mem-
bership in a corresponding variety of groups. For example, someone 
might be both a professional philosopher and an alcoholic, among 
other things. Moreover, people often are in a state of self-respect qua 
membership in some groups but lack self-respect qua membership in 
others. So, for example, someone might have self-respect while con-
ceiving of her or himself as a professional philosopher but lack self-
respect while conceiving of him or herself as an alcoholic.16 And in 

13 Please note that the form of this pair of conditionals is “If P then Q” and “If 
not-P then R” rather than “If P then Q” and either “If Q then P” or “If not-Q then 
not-P”. 

14 There may, of course, be special circumstances in which, due to a unique 
relationship between the joker and the target, or the like, the joke remains non-
abusive. 

15 But if the joke is made without self-respect, the target is arguably contribut-
ing to his own abuse.

16 And this can be true whether or not she or he has self-respect in a more fun-
damental sense as a person. 
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the case at hand, what is important is not that the speaker at issue has 
self-respect as a member of some group or other, but rather that he or 
she has self-respect as a member of the group targeted by a joke she 
or he utters. Consider, again, the contrast between Michael Richards’ 
utterances during his notorious West Hollywood performance and 
Chris Rock’s utterances from his “Niggas vs. Black People” routine. 
Now both Richards and Rock presumably have self-respect as mem-
bers of a number of different groups, perhaps including self-respect 
as comedians. But Richards, unlike Rock, simply cannot be in a state 
of self-respect as an African American because he is not a member of 
that group. As a result, other things being equal, Richards’ utterances 
contribute to a pattern of discrimination against African Americans, 
even if he has the same beliefs about what is funny that Rock does and 
even if he has non-discriminatory attitudes towards African Ameri-
cans more generally. But insofar as Rock is in a state of self-respect 
as an African American, his utterances are at least candidates to pass 
moral muster.

6 Conclusion 

The goal of this paper was twofold: to offer a speech act analysis 
of the humor excuse; and to defend this analysis from the identity 
objection. First, according to the analysis developed here, the hu-
mor excuse consists of a negative stage, in which the speaker denies 
he or she was making an assertion, and a positive stage, in which 
the speaker claims she or he was engaged in non-serious/humorous 
speech instead. And, according to this analysis, the humor excuse is 
successful only if the beliefs that ground that speaker’s judgment that 
his or her utterance was funny are morally unproblematic. Second, 
according to the response to the identity objection offered here, in 
cases in which the joke targets members of a vulnerable group, the 
speaker needs to be in a state of self-respect as a member of the group 
in question—in addition to having morally acceptable beliefs about 
what makes his or her utterance funny—in order for the humor ex-
cuse to be successful. 

There are two final comments worth making about the conclusi-
ons reached here. First, the structure of the response to the identity 
objection developed above is independent of the particular psycholo-
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gical state—self-respect as a member of the targeted group—that is 
embedded in it. One could retain the overall structure of this defense 
of the speech act analysis while deploying a distinct psychological sta-
te which is available only to members of the targeted group. Second, 
the conclusion here is not that a non-member can never permissibly 
make a joke targeting members of a vulnerable group, but rather 
that, other things being equal, it is morally worse for a non-member 
to do so than a member. There may well be circumstances in which a 
non-member can permissibly tell a joke which targets a member of a 
vulnerable group—if, for example, the humor is gentle, there is a re-
lation of mutual respect between the joker and the target, the joke is 
told in a private setting, etc. But an implication of the view on offer is 
that doing so is always morally risky. Finally, if anyone finds anything 
I have said here to be even remotely problematic, let me assure you 
that I was just kidding.
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Abstract
This paper defends the view that we have special relationship duties that 
do not derive from our moral duties. Our special relationship duties, 
I argue, are grounded in what I call close relationships. Sharing a close 
relationship with another person, I suggest, requires that both people 
conceive of themselves as being motivated to promote the other’s inter-
ests. So, staying true to oneself demands being committed to promoting 
the interests of those with whom we share a close relationship. Finally, 
I show that the proposed account of special relationship duties circum-
vents two problems facing self-conception accounts of special relation-
ship duties.

Keywords
Close relationships, friendships, practical identity, romantic love, 
special relationship duties.

1 Introduction

It is widely agreed that we have duties (or obligations or responsibili-
ties) to people with whom we share a special relationship—duties we 
do not have to those with whom we don’t share a special relationship; 
e.g., Scheffler (2001).1 Special relationship duties may include duties 
to visit your sick mother in the hospital, co-sign on your friend’s 
mortgage loan, bail out your brother from prison, or rescue your 
child from the fire before you rescue the other children.2

1 I will use ‘duties’, ‘obligations’, and ‘responsibilities’ synonymously.
2 These kinds of duties are sometimes referred to as “associative duties” (Dwor-

kin 1986; Scheffler 2001). Associative duties comprise special relationship duties 
but are usually taken to have a wider scope, encompassing, for instance, duties to 
members of one’s social or political group (Dworkin 1986: 196). Relations typical-
ly taken to create associative duties include those among partners, lovers, friends, 
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The assumption that we have duties to people with whom we 
share certain special relationships that we do not have to those with 
whom we do not share them is not in dispute. What’s at stake is what 
grounds our special relationship responsibilities. According to one 
view, our special relationship obligations derive from, or are subor-
dinate to, our moral duties. According to a second view, some of our 
special relationship duties are non-moral duties. I will refer to the 
former view as “egalitarianism” and the latter as “non-egalitarianism” 
(Scheffler 2001). Both of these positions come in strong and mode-
rate forms. Strong egalitarianism, as I will define it, is the view that 
all of our special relationship duties are, or derive from, our moral 
duties, whereas moderate egalitarianism is the view that our special 
relationship duties are subordinate to our moral duties; thus, mode-
rate egalitarians hold that our special relationship responsibilities do 
not violate our moral duties.3,4

Non-egalitarianism in its most extreme form holds that relations 
among partners, lovers, friends, family members, roommates, neigh-
bors, coworkers, classmates, compatriots, and members of the same 
sports team, union, political party, church, religion, or social identity 
group can be the source of special relationship duties. It is generally 
agreed that this form of non-egalitarianism is unsustainable. John 
Cottingham (1986) articulates this view as follows:

Those picked out for special treatment are specified not in terms of 
some descriptive (and therefore universalizable) quality or feature that 
they possess, but in terms of some particular relationship which they 

family members, roommates, neighbors, coworkers, classmates, compatriots, and 
members of the same sports team, union, political party, church, religion, or social 
identity group (e.g., Blacks, Latinxs, Asians, or the LGBTQ+ community).

3 E.g., Singer (1972), Kagan (1989), and Arneson (2016) express sympathies 
toward extreme egalitarianism, whereas Goodin (1985), Sadler (2006), and Abi-
zadeh and Gilabert (2008) express sympathies toward moderate egalitarianism. 

4 At least some of our special responsibilities seem to derive from our second-
person epistemic duties. Thus, if we owe it to a stranger not to violate her right 
to epistemic justice, then we also owe it to our good friend Iris not to violate her 
right to epistemic injustice (see Fricker 2003, 2007, Medina 2011, 2012, 2013). 
So, it’s a reasonable guess that egalitarians do not ultimately want to maintain that 
all of our special responsibilities derive from, or depend on, our moral duties. For 
simplicity’s sake, however, I shall set aside our second-person epistemic duties.
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have to the agent. Thus, in the fire case, my decision to favour my child 
is based simply on the fact that she is my daughter: there is a non-elim-
inably particular, self-referential element in my rationale for selecting 
this child rather than some other. (358–9)

A less extreme form of non-egalitarianism, which I will call strong 
“non-egalitarianism” holds that personal relationships are the source 
of our special relationship duties, where mere group membership, 
discrete interactions with strangers, and transactional relationships 
do not by themselves count as personal relationships.5 In our (reci-
procal) personal relationships, we relate to each other as unique in-
dividuals, which is to say, we have de re attitudes of a certain duration 
and frequency towards the other in the their absence, at least some 
of our interactions with the other are deliberate or planned, and our 
interactions are not primarily (directly or indirectly) transactional. 
Thus, being related by blood, marriage, co-ownership, workplace, 
address, social group, or country does not by itself rise to the level 
of a personal relationship. Rubbing shoulders with a stranger on the 
subway is not deliberate or planned, interacting primarily as hairsty-
list and customer is directly transactional, and interacting primari-
ly as coworkers is indirectly transactional. Romantic relationships, 
friendships, and family relationships, by contrast, tend to be of a per-
sonal nature.

A more moderate form of non-egalitarianism holds that the peop-
le to whom we have special relationship responsibilities must possess 
some intrinsic or relational feature over and above their sharing a per-
sonal relationship with us, and that that intrinsic or relational feature 
justifies their being the recipients of specially favorable treatments. 
Moderate non-egalitarianism furthermore does not take our special 
relationship duties to be constrained by our moral duties. Rather, 
it leaves open the possibility that special relationship responsibilities 
can sometimes override moral duties.

In this paper, I defend a version of moderate non-egalitarianism. 
Our special relationship duties, I argue, are grounded in what I call 
“close relationships”. Sharing a close relationship with another per-

5 For defenses of non-egalitarianism, see e.g. Williams 1981, MacIntyre 1984, 
Cottingham 1986, Tamir 1993, Scheffler 1997, 2001, Jeske 1998, 2001, 2008, Kel-
ler 2006, Wallace 2010, Pismenny 2020.
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son, I will argue, requires conceiving of oneself as being motivated 
to promote the other’s interests. So, staying true to oneself demands 
being committed to promoting the interests of those with whom 
one shares a close relationship. I show that the proposed account is 
consistent with voluntarism, the view that the source of our special 
relationship obligations are our own voluntary acts. Along the way, I 
provide arguments against egalitarianism in both its strong and mo-
derate form and strong non-egalitarianism.

The plan for the paper is as follows. In section 2, I present three 
arguments against the proposal that our special relationship duties 
derive from, or are subordinate to, our moral duties. In section 3, 
I revisit Christine Korsgaard’s case for the view that all duties are 
grounded in our practical identities but argue that because our per-
sonal relationships are not essentially linked to our practical identi-
ties, our practical identities are not a source of duties to those with 
whom we merely share a personal relationship. In section 4, I develop 
an account of close relationships that ties closeness to our practical 
identities. In section 5, I argue that our close relationships are a sour-
ce of special relationship duties, and that these special relationship 
responsibilities can come into conflict with moral duties and other 
special relationship obligations. Finally, I show that the proposed ac-
count circumvents two problems facing self-conception accounts of 
special relationship duties.

2 Amoral and immoral special relationship duties 

Egalitarians hold that our special relationship duties are the sources 
of, or are constrained by, our moral duties (e.g., Singer 1972, Goodin 
1985, Kagan 1989, Sadler 2006, Abizadeh and Gilabert 2008, Ar-
neson 2016). Three classes of moral duties may be taken to ground, 
or constrain, our special relationship obligations. One is the class of 
general moral duties, the duties we have to others simply by virtue 
of being participants in the moral community. We can take these du-
ties to be grounded in our fundamental moral duty to respect the 
worthiness of the humanity that all people have in common, irres-
pective of their specific virtues, talents, attitudes, and choices. This is 
also known as the principle of respect for persons (Korsgaard 2008, 
Darwall 2009). This principle—which is commonly associated with 
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Immanuel Kant and the ethics of The Metaphysics of Morals—renders 
it morally wrong to treat people merely as a means to an end. The 
humanity that all people share in common morally demands respec-
ting their self-governing, autonomous, unique, private, dignified, and 
vulnerable personhood (Korsgaard 2008).6 By respecting others, we 
grant that they have fundamental liberty rights in virtue of the in-
trinsic worth of personhood and not merely in virtue of their utility, 
for example, rights to engage in self-directed behavior and to adopt 
and pursue their own ends, rights to minimally decent human life, 
and rights to be left alone and undisturbed and hide aspects of their 
life from publicity. Because we stand in reciprocal relations of mutual 
accountability to other participants in the moral community, we can 
expect each other to respect our fundamental rights. Those who vio-
late our fundamental rights are eligible to negative reactive attitudes, 
such as blame, resentment, and indignation (Strawson 1962).

Our direct and indirect transactional relationships and the associ-
ated claims rights are a source of a second class of moral duties. Di-
rect transactional relationships are contractual relationships, whereas 
indirect transactional relationships are relationships we enter into in 
order to fulfil our direct transactional duties. Your relationship with 
your landlord, your employer, the college you attend, and the general 
contractor you hire to build a home are examples of  direct transac-
tional relationships, whereas your relationships with your co-tenants, 
coworkers, college professors, and sub-contractors (e.g., carpenters, 
electricians, and plumbers) are examples of indirect transactional re-
lationships. Transactional relationships create claims rights. By cont-
rast to liberty rights, claims rights are rights that need to be fulfilled 
by a particular person or institution. Thus, if I hire you as a general 
contractor to build my home, you have a claims right to be paid for 
the job I hired you to do, and I have a moral duty to pay you.

A third class of moral duties are those created by promises, 
pledges, vows, oaths, refusals, and agreements. The latter belong to 
a category of speech acts of the kind John Searle (1976) calls “com-

6 On vulnerability as a moral consideration, see e.g. Butler 2004, 2009, Nuss-
baum 2006, Mackenzie 2014. Liberty rights associated with vulnerability include 
the right to protection, the right to personal integrity, and the right to a minimally 
decent life. 
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missive speech acts”. When you make a commissive speech act, you 
commit yourself to do or not do something. Like other speech acts, 
commissive speech acts can be either direct or indirect. “I promise to 
show up by 7 p.m”. is an example of a direct commissive speech act, 
whereas “I will show up by 7 p.m”. is an example of an indirect com-
missive speech act. Commissive speech acts deliberately lead other 
people to expect that we will behave or not behave in certain ways. 
This typically generates moral duties to do the things we have deli-
berately led them to expect we will do, except when the commissive 
speech act is itself immoral or it commits us to do something immo-
ral. For example, threatening someone with a gun deliberately leads 
them to expect that we are prepared to shoot them, but because true 
treats are immoral, threatening someone with a gun does not create a 
moral duty to be prepared to shoot them, not even a prima facie mo-
ral duty. Likewise, promising someone to rob their neighbor’s house 
leads them to expect that we will rob their neighbor’s house, but 
because larceny is immoral, promising someone to commit larceny 
does not create a moral duty to commit larceny, not even a prima 
facie moral duty. However, when we perform a commissive speech 
act that is not itself immoral and that does not commit us to act im-
morally, then that creates a moral obligation to do the things we have 
deliberately led others to expect that we will or will not do.

It can be agreed upon by all sides that moral duties of these or 
similar kinds are sources of at least some of our special relationship 
duties. For example, because everyone has a right not to be subjected 
to assault, we have a moral duty not to hit those with whom we share 
special relationships, and because we are morally obligated to keep 
our promises, a fortiori we are morally obligated to keep our promises 
to those with whom we share special relationships. 

However, the strong egalitarian makes a much stronger claim, 
viz., that our moral duties are the sole source of our special relati-
onship duties. In the remainder of this section, I will provide three 
arguments against strong egalitarianism. My case against moderate 
egalitarianism turns on considerations presented in the next section 
(section 3).

One argument against strong egalitarianism turns on our practi-
ces of articulating our duties to those with whom we share a special 
relationship in order to be excused from fulfilling moral obligations 
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we incurred in the past (Scheffler 1997: 195, Wallace 2012). For ex-
ample, the statement in (1) below can excuse you from fulfilling an 
obligation to present a paper at an upcoming conference. This obser-
vation is sometimes taken to support the view that personal relation-
ships are sources of special relationship obligations (Wallace 2012). 
However, it’s not your mother’s presence in a hospital that excuses 
you from fulfilling your obligation, as witnessed by the fact that (2)-
(4) cannot serve as excuses in spite of the fact that they entail (1). 
Nor is it your mother’s being sick in the hospital that excuses you 
from fulfilling your obligation, as witnessed by the fact that (5) can-
not serve as an excuse in spite of the fact that it entails (1). Rather, 
the reason (1) can excuse you from fulfilling your obligation is that it 
is understood as shorthand for something along the lines of (6) below.

(1) My mother is in the hospital.

(2) My mother is visiting a friend in the hospital.

(3) My mother is in the hospital for her yearly mammogram.

(4) My mother is in the hospital to get a tattoo removed.

(5) My mother is sick in the hospital. I hope the poison we poured 
in her coffee kills her.

(6) My mother is sick in the hospital, and it’s in her best interest 
that I visit her, and it’s important to me to promote her inte-
rests.

So, while our practices of articulating our duties to those with whom 
we share special relationships seem to reflect that not all of our spe-
cial relationship duties derive from our moral duties, it does not sup-
port the strong non-egalitarian position that personal relationships 
are a source of our special relationship obligations.

A second argument against strong egalitarianism is a variant on 
Bernard Williams’s (1981) famous “one thought too many” objection 
to Kant’s requirement that we act only on maxims that can be regar-
ded as valid for anyone similarly situated (Velleman 1999: 340). This 
demand seems to conflict with the idea of acting solely for reasons of 
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love. Consider the following lifeboat case, which is loosely based on 
Williams’s original (Brogaard 2021):

The Kantian Wife

A Kantian can save only one of several people who are drow-
ning—all strangers except his wife. He judges that the maxim “I 
will prioritize saving my drowning wife over saving a drowning 
stranger” is universalizable, and saves his wife. However, when he 
tells his wife why he saved her rather than one of the strangers, 
she is anything but happy. She wanted to be saved out of love.

On a standard reading, Kant holds that acting rationally requires ac-
ting only after ensuring that the categorical imperative renders the 
act permissible. On this reading, acting for reasons of love without 
checking one’s action for universalizability is irrational, even if doing 
so would have made no difference to how you acted. In our example 
above, the husband would have performed the same action (viz., sa-
ved his wife), if he had acted solely for reasons of love. But if he had 
acted solely for reasons of love, then he would have acted irrationally, 
as it would have been a mere happenstance that his action satisfied 
Kant’s imperative.

One way to circumvent Williams’s objection is to reject his intu-
ition that there are situations that demand acting solely for reasons of 
love. Rather, it may be argued, you must always first consider whe-
ther your situation complies with Kant’s categorical imperative, and 
if it does, only then may you choose to act for reasons of love.7 But 
I agree with Williams, that this  proposal is absurd on its face. Mo-
rality cannot possibly demand that we stop to do ethics while our 
loved ones drown. A better reply to Williams is to deny that Kant 
thought of his categorical imperative as a decision procedure for what 
to do—a method of moral deliberation—rather than a method of 
justifying general moral principles (Stark 1997, Baron 1999).

While this suggestion circumvents Williams’ “one thought too 
many” concern, it still does not ease the wife’s concern, in the envisa-

7 Velleman (1999) defends a version of this strategy, except he argues that the 
husband should save his wife, not for reasons of love, but for reasons of their shared 
history.
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ged example. The wife’s disappointment arguably stems in part from 
the fact that her husband didn’t take it to be his special responsibility 
to save her. This duty clearly is not a moral duty, which suggests that 
not all of our special relationship duties are moral duties.

A third argument against strong egalitarianism turns on the ap-
pearance that we have duties to help, say, a friend in need, even if 
doing so vitiates moral principles (Cocking and Kennett 2000). To 
establish this point, Dean Cocking and Jeanette Kennett (2000) pro-
pose to consider a case from the film Death in Brunswick. In the film, 
Carl accidentally stabs Mustapha, and in a panic, he reaches out to his 
best friend Dave, who initially suggests that Carl calls the police and 
explains what happened. But Carl—who has been in trouble with the 
law before—begs him not to, fearing he will end up in jail. Dave sees 
Carl’s point and helps him move the body to the cemetery where he 
works. Dave then locates a coffin in a newly dug grave and squeezes 
Mustapha’s corpse into it, next to the other body. When Mustapha’s 
distressed wife and son later confront them, they say that they have 
no idea what happened to Mustapha.

Thus, in the process of helping Carl avoid jail, Dave commits 
some serious moral (and legal) wrongs: he has secretly disposed of 
a body, interfered with a grave, desecrated a corpse, and lied about 
Mustapha’s death to his family. Despite his moral wrongdoing, he 
hasn’t failed as a friend. Even if Dave’s moral duties override his 
friendship duties, the fact that his friendship duties conflict with his 
moral duties shows that they don’t derive from his moral duties. The 
envisaged case thus undermines strong egalitarianism. In light of the-
se considerations, strong egalitarianism should be rejected. But this 
raises the question: what, if not our moral duties, grounds our special 
relationship duties? I turn to that question next.

3 Grounding duties

I have argued against strong egalitarianism that not all special relati-
onship duties are moral duties. But this raises the question of what 
grounds these duties. As we will see, a promising approach is to take 
our moral duties and our special relationship duties to spring from 
the same source. I propose to take Christine Korsgaard’s (1996) sug-
gestion that the source of normativity is our self-conceptions as a 
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starting point. In the spirit of Kant, Korsgaard argues that because we 
humans are self-conscious and thus have a conception of ourselves, 
we alone are in a position to take a step back from our most intense 
desire to reflect on whether we endorse that desire. If we don’t en-
dorse it, we are in a position to (freely) decide whether or not to act 
on the desire,8 and hence whether not our desire is a reason for us 
to act. A desire is a reason for us to act only if it withstands reflec-
tive scrutiny, that is, if we decide that on reflection we endorse that 
desire.

For Kant, deciding whether a desire is a reason to act requires 
determining whether acting on the desire is something we will to 
be law. This is Kant’s categorical imperative. Unlike Kant himself, 
however, Korsgaard draws a distinction between Kant’s categorical 
imperative and his moral law—the law of the kingdom of ends or 
republic of all rational beings. The moral law demands that we act 
only on maxims (i.e., desires) that “all rational beings could agree to 
act on together in a workable cooperative system” (1996: 99). The 
categorical imperative, by contrast, tells us to act on a maxim only 
if we will that acting on the maxim be law. Here, to “will” that so-
mething becomes law means to reflectively endorse that it becomes 
law. Reflective endorsement, Korsgaard argues, requires being true 
to how we conceive of ourselves. But, as Korsgaard notes, there are 
plethora of ways in which we can conceive of ourselves, for instance, 
we may conceive of ourselves as a citizen of the kingdom of ends, as 
someone’s friend, lover, or child, as someone’s psychiatrist, teacher, 
or babysitter, or as a member of a social identity group, religion, 
profession, or nation, or as a slave of our passions or a citizen of 
our own kingdom where only our own interests matter (1996: 101). 
Several of these ways of thinking of ourselves, Korsgaard suggests, 
can be understood as descriptions under which we value ourselves, 
find our lives to be worth living, and our actions worth undertaking. 
We can see these descriptions as comprising our practical identities. 
According to Korsgaard, each of our practical identities is a source of 
reasons and obligations, where obligations originate in what a given 
practical identity requires or prohibits. So, it’s only the obligations 
that originate in a conception of ourselves as a citizen of the kingdom 

8 So, for Kant, if we act on a desire, we do so freely..
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of ends that are moral. Obligations that arise from our conceptions 
of ourselves as a parent, friend, or lover are non-moral and need not 
be constrained by moral considerations. For example, your practical 
identity as a daughter may require you to visit your mother when she 
is sick, and your practical identity as a sister may require you to bail 
out your brother when he is in prison. When obligations that spring 
from the different practical identities come into conflict with each 
other, Korsgaard argues, the practical identities that are most impor-
tant to us take priority. Korsgaard’s proposal thus entails a rejection 
of moderate egalitarianism, the view that all our special relationship 
duties are constrained by our moral duties.

While Korsgaard’s proposal provides a good starting point for 
our purposes, it does not prevent self-destructive practical identities 
from giving rise to special relationship duties. For example, we can 
have personal relationships with people that don’t have our best inte-
rest at heart. If we nonetheless conceive of ourselves as their devoted 
friend or partner, then our practical identity as their devoted friend 
or partner would be a source of special relationship duties to stay de-
voted to them. This, however, runs counter to intuitions. Intuitively, 
only certain personal relationships should be constitutive of who we 
are and be a source of special relationship duties. In the next section, I 
will argue that only close relationships give rise to special relationship 
duties. 

4 Close relationships

I propose that the personal relationships that matter to who we are 
are our close relationships. A close relationship can also be thought 
of as a loving or caring relationship or, in the case of friendship, a 
good friendship.9 I will use the adjectives ‘close’ ‘caring’, ‘loving’, and 
‘good’ synonymously when they modify nouns like ‘relationship’ and 
‘friendship’.

To a first approximation, we can say that close relationships are 
marked by a mutual robust desire to promote the other’s interests, 

9 While I am happy to say that close relationships are loving relationships, I do 
not take love to be a desire to promote the beloved’s interests. In previous works, I 
have defended the view that love is an emotion. See e.g. Brogaard 2021. 
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where a desire is robust just in case it has sufficient motivational 
strength and duration.

I’m going to tweak this characterization shortly. But first a word 
on the notion of an interest. In common parlance, our interests are 
those activities we take pleasure in performing. For example, if I say 
‘Thor’s main interests are poetry and knitting’, you will likely take 
me to mean that Thor enjoys reading poetry and knitting. But this 
isn’t the sense of ‘interest’ that is relevant to our current pursuits. 
Rather, our interests are those states of affairs that further our overall 
flourishing, or well-being. Performing an unpleasant activity can thus 
be in our best interest by promoting our overall well-being. Colo-
noscopies are notoriously unpleasant, but people voluntarily submit 
to the invasive procedure because it may contribute to their overall 
well-being, which includes catching colon cancer early.

Clearly, we don’t always know what other people’s interests are. 
Suppose you are my close friend and that you want me to help you 
with a homework assignment, but that it’s in your best interest to 
figure it out on your own. Suppose further that I don’t know that not 
helping you is in your best interest and that I therefore come to your 
assistance. By helping you, I am thus hindering your interests wit-
hout realizing it. Not all cases in which we fail to promote the other 
person’s interests because we don’t know that a particular thing is in 
their best interest should detract from our closeness. Whether this 
consequence follows depends on whether the desire is given a  wide-
scope (de re) or a narrow-scope (de dicto) reading:

On a wide-scope (de re) reading, closeness requires that there are 
some interests of yours X such that I desire to promote X. On a 
narrow-scope (de dicto) reading, closeness requires that I desire to 
promote your interests X, whatever they are. Closeness requires a de 
dicto desire to promote each other’s interests. Closeness thus doesn’t 
require knowing each and every interest of the other person. In some 
cases, however, closeness may require knowing the other person’s 
interests, viz., when not knowing has serious consequences and a re-
asonable person would have known.

Our initial characterization of closeness is a good first approxi-
mation, but it needs tweaking. If close relationships are marked by a 
mutual robust desire to promote the other person’s interests, many 
relationships that are naturally thought of as close are not all that 
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close after all. Infants, for example, have a highly diminished capacity 
for forming desires to promote other people’s interests. So, if we 
take our initial characterization at face value, parent-infant relation-
ships would lack closeness. So would our relationships with severely 
dement relatives or gravely disabled friends or family members. To 
avoid these undesirable outcomes, let’s stipulate that a capable adult 
can have close relationships with people with a diminished capacity 
for forming robust desires to promote other people’s interests, des-
pite the lack of reciprocity. This tweak is in line with the idea that a 
close relationship can be thought of as a loving or caring relationship.

Another issue with our initial characterization is that, as it stands, 
a personal relationship can be close even if one or both people are 
unaware of the other person’s desire to promote their interests. A re-
lationship between capable adults can be close only if the reciprocity 
of their desire to promote each other’s interests is shared knowledge 
between them. Further, as Mark Alfano (2016: 188) has argued, the 
shared knowledge requirement is not satisfied by each person ob-
taining the information about the other person from a third party. 
The shared knowledge must be based, at least in part, on first-person 
evidence.

Our initial characterization of closeness faces a more serious pro-
blem. It entails that you and your enemy could harbor a mutual desire 
to promote each other’s interests as a result of coercion by a third 
party. Say a psychopath is threatening to shoot both of you if you 
don’t do your best to further each other’s interests. As you don’t 
want to die, you go out of your way to promote each other’s inte-
rests. Yet this doesn’t make you and your enemy close friends.

The general concern here is that the desire must be your own, 
not someone else’s. I propose to address this issue by requiring that 
the desire to promote the other person’s interests be grounded in 
a matching core value (Brogaard 2020: ch. 2). Your core values are 
the values that matter to who you are—your self or identity. I value 
spending time with my daughter, and I value having vanilla ice cream 
for dessert. Although I can clearly exercise agency around vanilla ice 
cream, for example, by freely choosing to have it for dessert, being 
able to make this choice is not important to who I am. So, unlike 
being able to spend time with my daughter, being able to have vanilla 
ice cream for dessert is not among my core values.
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This requirement on closeness makes the notion closely bound up 
with a valuational account of the self (or a person’s identity) along 
the lines of the account of agency advanced by John Doris (2015) and 
others.10 Our core values, we can say, are (partly) constitutive of our 
“selves”. You assert your “self ” when you perform an action that is an 
expression of your core values.

The objects of our core values range from what we already have 
or do, such as our ability to spend time with friends or exercise our 
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, to what we want 
to do or have in the future, such as getting a professional degree, 
having children, or traveling around the world. Although we are not 
always aware of what our core values are or what place they occupy 
in our hierarchy of values, they often reveal themselves in the stories 
we tell when asked to explain or defend ourselves. For example, if 
asked why I quit smoking, I may refer to the evidential link between 
smoking and lung cancer, which reveals that staying healthy is among 
my core values.

Doris suggests irreplaceability as a criterion for determining whe-
ther you truly value something, or whether it is merely hard to resist 
it or a convenient way of satisfying some general need.11 As he puts it:

If the object of desiring can be replaced without loss—if life can go on 
pretty much as it did—then that object is not an object of value. [...] 
Significant human relationships [...] aren’t supposed to be so easily in-
terchangeable: the jilted and bereaved may learn to love again, but some 
of what they lose may seem quite irreplaceable. The non-fungibility 
requirement could also be erected as a bulwark against the somewhat 
unattractive thought that “mere needs” are values. If alternate modes of 
nutrition were readily available to humans, it might be that people could 
forgo eating with no loss; eating is the object of desire, yet doesn’t have 
the “specialness” associated with value. (That gourmets, gourmands, 
and other foodies could not switch without loss makes the point; they 

10 Doris (2015) is mostly concerned with a valuational account of (morally 
responsible) agency, but develops a valuational account of the self in Chapter 8. 
Watson (1996), famously, distinguishes between responsibility as attributability 
and responsibility as accountability (see also Watson 1975). However, modern ver-
sions of attributionism, like Doris’, maintain that attributability (or answerability) 
is the only notion of responsibility we need (see also Scanlon 2008, 2013, Smith 
2012, 2015, Talbert 2017). 

11 For an argument for the view that irreplaceability is a central feature of value, 
see also Brogaard (2015).
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do value eating.) In the end, a mere needs exclusion might not be man-
datory; in conditions of scarcity, the objects associated with mere needs 
can start to seem pretty special. (Doris 2015: 28)

Although Doris doesn’t employ the notion of a core value, what he 
says here seems to be more pertinent to core values than “trivial” va-
lues. Suppose you are hungry and heat some instant Mac and Cheese 
in the microwave. Even though being able to satisfy your need for 
food is among your core values, eating Mac and Cheese is not, as 
some other food could easily have satisfied your need. Or suppose 
you have an overpowering desire for sex and have a one-night stand 
with someone you right-swiped on Tinder. Although being able to 
meet your desire for sex may be among your core values, having sex 
with your one-night stand is not, as someone else could have satisfied 
your desire.

Our core values do not stay the same over time. Our core values 
change as our priorities change. This can be due to a situationally 
determined change to our personality or character. If you become 
more introverted, for example, then spending time on your own may 
become more important to who you are. But changes in our core 
values can also be the product of what I will call a “value adaptati-
on”, that is, an adaptation of our core values to fit the limitations of 
our circumstances. Say having children as soon as you feel financially 
secure has been one of your priorities in life for years. But time pas-
ses, and eventually your chances of becoming pregnant or adopting 
a child look slimmer and slimmer, until one day it dawns on you that 
perhaps becoming a parent isn’t all that important to you after all. 
Such radical shifts in our core values reflect our ability to adapt to our 
situation. People whose core values are shaped by their circumstan-
ces are more likely to be happy with what they have than those who 
hold dear an unachievable childhood dream.

Value adaptation is akin to what is known as “preference adapta-
tion” (see e.g., Bruckner 2009, Beach 2015). Sour grapes is a prime 
example of the latter. In the ancient Greek storyteller Aesop’s re-
nowned fable The Fox and the Grapes, from which the expression “sour 
grapes” originated, a fox finds himself unable to reach the sweet, jui-
cy grapes, which he much prefers to the strawberries that are easily 
accessible to him. To cope with his frustration, the fox chooses to 
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conceive of the sweet, juicy grapes as sour and distasteful, and on 
one interpretation of the fable, this change of mindset alters his pre-
ferences.

Whether preference adaptation is rational, for example, by being 
conducive to your overall well-being, has been the subject of substan-
tial debate (see e.g., Sen 1977, Elster 1983, Bovens 1992, Nussbaum 
2001, Pettit 2006, Baber 2007, Barnes 2007, Bruckner 2009, Beach 
2015). Elizabeth Barnes (2015) discusses the Stockholm Syndrome 
as an example of preference adaptation that is widely agreed to be 
irrational:

[I]n the phenomenon known as Stockholm syndrome, victims of kidnap-
ping or hostage-taking come to prefer being kidnapped— they come to 
believe that their kidnapper is really on a noble mission, and has rescued 
them, and that their kidnapping is thus of great benefit to them, etc. It’s 
fairly easy to see how beliefs and preferences such as this could arise. 
The kidnap victim is put in a traumatic situation from which they see no 
possibility of escape, so simply in order to cope they (subconsciously or 
otherwise) lose the desire to escape. Such coping mechanisms may well 
be an admirable facet of human psychology, but we’d be very reluctant 
to say that the preferences of a person with Stockholm syndrome are 
rational, or serve as evidence that being a kidnap victim is a good way to 
live. (Barnes 2015: 127)

Fans of Álex Pina’s television show La Casa de Papel (English title: 
Money Heist) (2017–present) may take issue with this assessment of 
preference adaptation in the case of Stockholm syndrome, as one of 
the hostesses appears to make the right choice in Season 1 when she 
cuts her ties to her pathetic coworker and joins the kidnappers. But 
perhaps this is not a genuine case of Stockholm Syndrome.

A less controversial case of irrational preference adaptation is that 
of an abused woman who comes to prefer to stay with her spouse 
because she depends on him financially. But other cases are not as 
easily settled. For example, disabled individuals often sincerely assert 
that they prefer to have their disability to not having it. On the face 
of it, this may seem to be a blatant case of self-deception. But Bar-
nes (2015) makes a convincing case for not dismissing the disability-
positive testimony of disabled people up front. Doing so would be 
an instance of epistemic injustice, in Miranda Fricker’s (2003, 2007) 
sense.

Parallel questions of rationality can be asked about adaptive core 
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values. Is it rational to downgrade a core value to avoid regret, dis-
appointment, or suffering? This is not the time or place to address 
this issue. Suffice it to say that I suspect that value adaptations can be 
rational when they are in your best interest and are not mere tools for 
increasing your short-term happiness.

Our final account of a reciprocal close relationship can be cast as 
follows.

Reciprocal Close (or Loving) Relationship 

A personal relationship between two capable adults is close, or 
loving, just when:

It is common knowledge between them that they both have a de 
dicto, robust desire grounded in a matching core value to promo-
te each other’s interests.

A question here arises how closeness is affected by weakness of 
will (akrasia), cases where we succumb to desires against our better 
judgment. When in the grip of weakness of will, we often prioriti-
ze purely selfish pleasure over promoting other people’s interests. 
Say you know that keeping your dinner date with your friend Vera is 
important to her. Yet overpowered by weakness of will, you cancel 
last minute, so you can stay on the couch and watch television. Your 
weakness of will chips away at the closeness of your friendship with 
Vera, but does it compromise closeness altogether?

The answer is no. The occasional bout of weakness of will does not 
compromise closeness altogether, as long as we don’t make a habit 
out of it. The reason for this is that a relationship can be close without 
being perfectly close. Unlike pregnancies, college degrees, and elec-
toral wins, closeness is not an on-off matter but comes in degrees. 
This is witnessed by expressions such as those in (7)–(13) below:

(7) Cicely is Newell’s closest friend.

(8) Harlan is equally close with all of his siblings.

(9) Our friendship hasn’t been very close the past few weeks.

(10) I feel our marriage is closer than it has ever been.
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(11) Your parents’ relationship would have been closer if your 
mom hadn’t cheated on your dad.

(12) Millicent is not as close with her coworkers as she would like 
to be.

(13) Henrietta and Sumner’s relationship is close for a relation-
ship between ex-lovers.

Adjectives that admit of degrees are also known as “gradable adjec-
tives”. Familiar examples of gradable adjectives are ‘extravagant’, 
‘rich’, ‘large’, ‘frightened’, ‘honest’, and ‘trustworthy’. A home that 
would be extravagant if located in Camden, New Jersey, would pro-
bably not be extravagant if located on Fisher Island in Miami.

The question is what it takes for one relationship to be closer 
than another. Take my parental relationship with my teenage daughter 
Becky and my collegial relationship with my coworker Risto. To say 
that my relationship with Becky is closer than my relationship with 
Risto is not to say that Becky and I desire promoting each other’s 
interests with more fervor than Risto and I do, because the felt in-
tensity of desires can vary for reasons quite irrelevant to the question 
of closeness, and most of the time desires operate below the level of 
conscious awareness and therefore lack any felt intensity. Nor does 
it mean that Becky and I desire to promote a higher quantity of each 
other’s interests than Risto and I do, because even if Risto and I aren’t 
as close as my daughter and I, we still have a de dicto desire to pro-
mote each other’s interests, period, not half of them, or one-third.

Rather, when we speak of differences in closeness, we make refe-
rence to our internal hierarchy of core values and matching desires. 
If it isn’t practically feasible for me to promote both my daughter’s 
and my colleague’s interests, which—we can assume—are of equal 
importance, and I act on my value priorities, then I choose to prio-
ritize doing what’s in my daughter’s interest. Say Becky’s swim meet 
is scheduled to take place at the same time as Risto’s book signing, 
that Becky and Risto both have an interest in me attending their 
events, and that their interests are comparable in importance. In the 
envisaged scenario, I am off to the swim meet, because when forced 
to choose, I prioritize Becky’s interests over Risto’s, even though 
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promoting Risto’s interests is also a core value of mine.
A relationship can be close simpliciter, even if it is not perfectly 

close. Closeness merely requires that the mutual desire to promote 
one another’s interests surpasses a certain threshold. Two individuals 
who differ in height can both correctly be said to be tall. Similarly, 
two relationships that aren’t equally close can both accurately be said 
to be close, period. How tall a person needs to be to count as tall 
depends on a comparison class for tallness. At six feet six inches, 
Michael Jordan is tall for an American man but not for an NBA bas-
ketball player. Likewise, how close a relationship must be to count 
as close, period, depends on the comparison class for closeness. In 
contemporary Western cultures, for example, younger people in 
long-term romantic relationships often seem to aim to be closer and 
better friends with their romantic partner than they are with their 
close (Platonic) friends. If this is true, then two people's long-term 
romantic relationship could be close for a close friendship but not for 
a long-term romantic relationship.

5 Practical identities and duties of loving relationships

We are now in a position to explain how close relationships can be 
a source of special relationship duties. As we have seen, promoting 
the interests of the people we are close with is among our core va-
lues. As our core values are partially constitutive of our core practi-
cal identities, our close relationships are partially constitutive of our 
core practical identities. Now, as noted earlier, staying true to our 
practical identities demands certain actions and prohibits others. For 
example, if you conceive of yourself as a person with integrity, then 
staying true to your practical identity prohibits you from acting only 
in your own interest. Acting only in your own interest chips away at 
your practical identity and will eventually destroy you. Similarly, if 
you  conceive of yourself as being motivated to promote the interests 
of a person you are close with, staying true to yourself demands that 
you are motivated to promote their interests. So, if you know that it 
is in your close friend’s interest to visit her in the hospital, then stay-
ing true to your practical identity demands that you visit her in the 
hospital. So, you have a special relationship duty to visit your close 
friend in the hospital. As argued earlier, special relationship duties 
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can come into conflict both with other special relationship duties or 
moral duties, and practical reason cannot always resolve such con-
flicts. If you have a special relationship duty to visit your close friend 
in the hospital and also have a special relationship duty to visit your 
child in the hospital but the two hospitals are separated by thousands 
of miles, your duties conflict with each other. But if your child’s in-
terests take priority over your friend’s, then your duty to visit your 
child overrides your duty to visit your friend.

One advantage of the proposed account is that it avoids the main 
objections to accounts that ground some of our special relationship 
duties in our self-conceptions. According to Wallace (2012), attemp-
ting to ground our duties in our self-conceptions makes it impossible 
to explain what it means to violate a special relationship duty you 
recognize you have. If you recognize you have a duty to a person, 
yet you decide not to fulfil it, then that shows that complying with 
this obligation is not among those things that are most important to 
who you are. So, he argues, the self-conception view is unable to 
explain how we can violate special relationship duties we recognize 
we have. Wallace acknowledges that the practical identity account can 
accommodate cases in which we violate a special relationship obliga-
tion because this duty is incompatible with another duty that has even 
greater significance to our practical identity than the first. However, 
he argues, not all of our failures to meet our special relationship ob-
ligations are of this kind.

My proposed account provides a natural reply to this objection. 
As we have seen, our special relationship duties are duties to people 
we are in close, or loving, relationships with. This account of close re-
lationships entails that promoting the interests of those we are close 
with is among our core values. Staying true to our core values thus 
requires being motivated to promote the interests of those we are 
close with. Wallace is right, of course, that if you tend not to be moti-
vated to promote the interests of a particular person, then that shows 
that that person isn’t all that important to you. But this is not a case in 
which you recognize that you have certain special relationship duties 
yet fail to fulfil them. Rather, it’s a case in which your relationship 
with that person is not very close after all.

Furthermore, on the proposed account, ‘close’ is a gradable ad-
jective, which means that closeness comes in degrees. Even so, a re-
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lationship can be close simpliciter, even if it is not perfectly close. 
Closeness merely requires that the mutual desire to promote one 
another’s interests surpasses a certain threshold. 

So, while failures to comply with our special relationship duties 
you recognize you have chips away at your closeness, infrequent and 
fairly inconsequential failures do not entail that the other person’s in-
terests don’t matter that much to you, or that you are not close with 
that person after all.

A further advantage of the proposed account is that it avoids the 
unwelcome implication that self-destructive practical identities give 
rise to special relationship duties. As we have seen, Korsgaard’s ac-
count of special relationship duties is vulnerable to this problem. 
The problem arises, because we can have personal relationships with 
people who don’t have our best interest at heart. So, if we conceive 
of ourselves as their devoted friend or partner, then our practical 
identity gives rise to a duty to stay devoted to them. On my account, 
only close relationships are a source of sui generis special relationship 
duties. As relationships with people who don’t have our best interest 
at heart fail to be close, such relationships do not give rise to special 
relationship duties to stay devoted to them.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I have defended the view that we have special relation-
ship responsibilities that do not derive from our moral duties. Our 
special relationship duties, I have argued, derive from relationships of 
love, or what I call “close relationships”. As we have seen, being close 
with another person requires that both people conceive of themsel-
ves as being motivated to promote the other person’s interests. So, 
staying true to ourselves demands being motivated to promote the 
interests of the people with whom we share close relationships. I have 
furthermore shown that the proposed account avoids various pitfalls 
to self-conception accounts of special relationship duties.12

12 For valuable comments on a previous version of this paper, I am grateful 
to Tim Bayne, Arina Pismenny, Katrien Schaubroeck, Michael Slote and an audi-
ence at the Disputatio Lecture/keynote address at Encontro Nacional de Filosofia 
Analítica 7 (ENFA 7), Lisbon, Portugal, September 13–5, 2018, organized by the 
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Abstract
In the Addenda to Naming and Necessity (1980), Kripke famously argues 
that it is false that there could have been unicorns, or more properly, 
that “no counterfactual situation is properly describable as one in which 
there would have been unicorns.” He adds that he holds similarly that 
‘one cannot say of any possible person that he would have been Sherlock 
Holmes, had he existed.” He notes the “cryptic brevity” of these remarks 
and refers to a forthcoming work for elaborations—the work being, of 
course, the John Locke Lectures (2013). Coming as it does at the end of 
Naming and Necessity, it is natural to read this discussion as drawing out 
consequences of Kripke’s non-descriptivist picture of proper names and 
names of natural kinds. In fact, so much is suggested there by Kripke 
himself. The question thus arises: can the contentious claims quoted 
from the Addenda be defended independently of Kripke’s rejection of 
descriptivism? I shall argue that, as appears from the John Locke Lectures, 
they can be. 
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I

In the Addenda to Naming and Necessity 1980, Kripke famously argues 
that it is false that there could have been unicorns, or more proper-
ly, that “no counterfactual situation is properly describable as one in 
which there would have been unicorns.” He adds that he holds simi-
larly that ‘one cannot say of any possible person that he would have been 
Sherlock Holmes, had he existed’. He notes the “cryptic brevity” of 
these remarks and refers to a forthcoming work for elaborations—
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the work being, of course, the John Locke Lectures 2013. Coming as 
it does at the end of Naming and Necessity it is natural to read this 
discussion as drawing out consequences of Kripke’s non-descriptivist 
picture of proper names and names of natural kinds. In fact, so much 
is suggested there by Kripke himself. The question thus arises: can 
the contentious claims quoted from the Addenda be defended inde-
pendently of Kripke’s rejection of descriptivism? I shall argue that, 
as appears from the John Locke Lectures, they can be. In fact, not only 
is this clear from the John Locke Lectures, but it is also clear from these 
that this is what Kripke himself thinks. Kripke’s plausible claims in the 
Addenda provide no evidence against descriptivism.1

I begin by sketching out the line of argument from the rejection of 
descriptivism to Kripkes’s theses about unicorns (or ‘unicorns’) and 
Sherlock Holmes (or ‘Sherlock Holmes’) it is natural to construct, 
having read only Naming and Necessity. Then I go on to explain, dra-
wing first on the John Locke Lectures, how these theses can be defended 
without assuming the rejection of descriptivism. There are two lines 
of defence: one that proceeds on the assumption that the terms in 
question are fictional names of individuals and kinds, and a second 
which takes them to be mistakenly introduced, and so to be empty 
names of individuals and kinds (obviously, this second defence cannot 
support Kripke’s specific claim about Sherlock Holmes, but another 

1 A referee wonders whether this line of defence of descriptivism is not, per-
haps, “a bit futile”, since “many philosophers of language regard Kripke’s argu-
ments against descriptivism as decisive”, so ‘‘why bother to show the consistency 
of Kripke’s two theses with descriptivism if descriptivism was proven to be false’’. 
Many philosophers do regard descriptivism as refuted by Kripke, but not all. In-
deed, some of the most eminent philosophers of language writing in the post-Krip-
kean years do not. Michael Dummett (1973, 1981, 1991) and David Lewis (1984, 
1997) consistently rejected Kripke’s arguments. (As a reminder, Lewis (1997: 339) 
writes: “Did not Kripke refute the description theory …. I disagree… A version 
… survives, causal descriptivism.”) The equally eminent Jackson (1998, 2010) and 
Chalmers (2002) led the “descriptivist revival”—as described by Soames (2005)—
in the twenty-first century. Description theories are still among the views to which 
students are exposed in standard textbooks and handbooks (see for example 2021, 
four chapters of which, by Jackson, Noonan, Poller, and Wikforss and Häggqvist 
explicitly defend forms of descriptivism). So descriptivism is still a live option. 
However, unless the descriptivist can account for the data in Kripke’s Appendix—
which are, I think, indeed data—descriptivism must be abandoned. That is why the 
task I have set myself in this paper is not futile.
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example about which Kripke would say the same, and, in fact, does 
say the same, is Vulcan, the hypothetical intra-Mercurial planet hypo-
thesized by Jacques Babinet in 1846).

II

The argument from Kripke’s rejection of descriptivism about proper 
names to his contention that “one cannot say of any possible person 
that he would have been Sherlock Holmes, had he existed” is easy. Ac-
cording to the Kripkean picture no description (not itself embed-
ding the name) is semantically associated with a name. A name is 
introduced in a baptism in which its reference is fixed—either by 
a description or ostensively, the latter of which Kripke is willing to 
bring under the head of association with a description. But then as 
the name is subsequently used and passed on from user to user the 
original description may fall away. In subsequent uses the name, still 
used as the name of the original individual, may be associated with 
no description or wholly erroneous ones—ignorance and error are 
no bars to reference with proper names on the Kripkean picture. 
Secondly, proper names are rigid designators, a proper name has the 
same reference with respect to every possible world and satisfies the 
intuitive conjunctive test for this being so given by Kripke: a singular 
term ‘X’ is a rigid designator if and only if ‘X might not have been X’ 
and ‘something other than X might have been X’ are unambiguously 
false.

Given this picture of the behaviour of names, Kripke’s contention 
about Sherlock Holmes seems undeniable. There is in fact no man 
who answers to the description of Sherlock Holmes in the stories (the 
only description we can possibly regard as fixing its reference, though 
it may, incidentally, not be implied anywhere in the stories that it is 
uniquely satisfied), so one cannot say of any possible person that he 
would have been Sherlock Holmes if he had existed, since different 
people (merely possible or indeed, actual, such as Darwin and Jack 
the Ripper) might have performed the exploits of Holmes described 
in the stories. The argument does not explicitly appeal to Kripke’s 
view that proper names are rigid designators, but it is implicit since 
it appeals to the idea that different people could have satisfied the 
only relevant description and therefore no one of them could have 
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been Sherlock Holmes since, of course, rigid designators have the 
same reference across all possible worlds. Of course, although Kripke 
does not explicitly argue in this way, if ‘Sherlock Holmes’ is a (non-
denoting) rigid designator whose reference is fixed by some such de-
scription as ‘the consulting detective living at 221B Baker Street and 
…’, ‘it might have been that Sherlock Holmes existed’ must have the 
same truth-value as ‘Sherlock Holmes might have existed’ and ‘the 
detective living at 222B Baker Street etc., might have existed’ (rea-
ding the last with the description having wide scope). But the last of 
these cannot be true, since there is in fact no individual denoted and 
there are no merely possible individuals (as Kripke would insist), so 
the description is non-denoting.

Similarly, Kripke’s thesis about unicorns can easily be justified 
given his contention that general terms for natural kinds should 
be assimilated to proper names of individuals and regarded as non-
descriptive rigid designators of these kinds, so that ‘tiger’ (or ‘the 
tiger’) is the rigid designator of an actual species and ‘unicorn’ (or 
‘the unicorn’) is the rigid designator of a mythical species. There are 
several distinct hypothetical species (some mammalian, some reptile-
an) which would have had the external appearance of unicorns in the 
myth. No one of them can therefore be such that we can correctly say 
of it that it ‘would have been the species of unicorns’ if it had existed 
and been so describable.

All this seems to follow so simply from Kripke’s contentions 
about names and natural kind terms that it is tempting to think that 
this is the way Kripke’s contentions in the Addenda must be argued 
for, and, therefore, that their plausibility provides further support 
for his anti-descriptivist picture (in addition to the support provided 
in the body of Naming and Necessity). Nevertheless, I shall argue, this 
is not so. Convincing arguments for Kripke’s contentions—in fact, 
some given by Kripke himself—can be given which do not require 
rejection of descriptivism.

To see clearly what is going, on, however, we need to distinguish 
two hypotheses (i) that ‘Sherlock Holmes’ and ‘unicorn’ are fictional 
names (of an individual and a kind) and (ii) that they are empty names 
introduced in error. This is a distinction Kripke notes. (2013: 30–1) 
The difference is that according to the first hypothesis ‘Sherlock Hol-
mes’ was never intended, when it was introduced, to name any indi-
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vidual, whereas, according to the second (of course, false) hypothesis 
it was, but a mistake was made (as actually happened with ‘Vulcan’). 
Mutatis mutandis for ‘unicorn’. On either hypothesis Kripke’s theses 
about the unspecifiability of situations which it would be correct to 
describe as ones in which Sherlock Holmes/unicorns existed can be 
defended without presupposing anti-descriptivism. But the two de-
fences must proceed somewhat differently.

III

First let us consider the hypothesis that ‘Sherlock Holmes’ and ‘uni-
corn’ are fictional names. What does this mean? According to many 
people and argued for wholly convincingly by Kripke in the John Locke 
Lectures, it means that they are not names at all (in their primary use—
I will come back to this qualification). They are no more names than 
a stage murder is a murder. Hence, they are no more non-designating 
names than they are designating names. They have no semantic value. 
In the case of ‘Sherlock Holmes’ what actually happened is that Co-
nan Doyle dipped his pen in ink one morning and began to write a 
story. That is, he proceeded to pretend that he was a doctor called ‘Dr 
Watson’ with a friend called ‘Sherlock Holmes’ about whose exploits 
he was giving an account. He was no more actually writing down a 
name (non-empty or empty) than the actor on the stage pretending 
to murder a vicar is actually murdering a vicar. The actor is doing 
something. He might, for example, be hitting a fellow actor over the 
head with a piece of foam shaped like a hammer, but he is not mur-
dering a vicar. Similarly, Conan Doyle was doing something. He was 
making marks on paper, with certain shapes familiar to readers of 
English, but he was not writing a name (something semantically eva-
luable as designating or not), or writing sentences containing a name se-
mantically evaluable as true or false. As Kripke puts it: 

[N]ames which occur in fictional discourse are, so to speak, “pretended 
names”, part of the pretence of the fiction. The propositions in which 
they occur are pretended propositions rather than real propositions; or 
rather, as we might put it, the sentences pretend to express a proposi-
tion rather than really doing so. (2013: 29) 

Of course, what Kripke says here is not quite what he means, since 
he is here not considering genuine names, like ‘London’, which are 
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also used in fiction (he considers them elsewhere 2013: 24). But the 
important thing to note is the careful qualification. Names which oc-
cur in fictional discourse are ‘so to speak’ pretended names; in truth 
they are no more names than stage murders (most of them!) are not 
murders. The propositions in which they occur are pretended propo-
sitions, not real ones, ‘or rather, the sentences pretend to express a 
proposition rather than really doing so’. When Conan Doyle wrote 
the Holmes stories he was not therefore telling the truth, but nor was 
he telling lies (contrary to Russell’s claim that fiction is a pack of lies). 
He was not making any assertions or performing any sort of illocuti-
onary act at all. He was, as said, merely pretending to be a doctor ma-
king assertions about a friend of his called ‘Sherlock Holmes’ (note 
that we cannot say ‘he was pretending to be a doctor making asser-
tions about his (i.e., the doctor’s) friend, Sherlock Holmes’). He was 
therefore producing nonsensical marks juxtaposed, of course, with 
real words (as in ‘Holmes lived in London’), just as the actor on stage 
pretending to murder a vicar is performing certain actions directed 
towards real things and people (the props and other actors), though 
he is not performing the action of murdering directed towards some-
one who is a vicar.

The same is true, on Kripke’s account of the first use of ‘unicorn’. 
Something analogous to Conan Doyle’s writing the first Sherlock 
Holmes story occurred and the fiction of unicorns was instituted. 
So ‘unicorn’ is not a name of a non-existent natural kind; it is not a 
name at all. Sentences in the story are not genuine truth-evaluable 
sentences, and so on.

Illuminatingly, in Reference and Existence (2013: 51) Kripke discus-
ses Lewis Carroll’s nonsense poem ‘Jabberwocky’ and, in particu-
lar, the nonsense term, ‘bandersnatch’ (‘bandersnatch’ as nonsense 
should be contrasted with the contradictory term ‘round square’; we 
know this is contradictory precisely because we know its meaning, 
so it is not nonsense). To say that there are no counterfactual cir-
cumstances which it would be correct to describe as ones in which 
‘Sherlock Holmes existed’ or ‘unicorns existed’, he says, is on a par 
with saying that there are no counterfactual circumstances it would 
be correct to describe as ones in which ‘bandersnatches existed’. Le-
wis Carroll’s term is merely more obviously lacking in sense than 
‘Sherlock Holmes’ or ‘unicorn’ because “we are not told any surface 
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characteristics, other than that a bandersnatsch is frumious; and ap-
parently a frumious animal is a very dangerous one, or anyway one 
that should be shunned” (2013: 51). An important difference which 
makes it more evident that ‘bandersnatch’ is a nonsense term is that 
it is not associated with any superficial characteristics and, in fact, a 
creature’s surface characteristics are, in fact, a pretty good guide to 
what species it is. Hence we are less inclined to regard ‘unicorn and 
‘Sherlock Holmes’ as nonsense terms. But really, they are, “the situa-
tion is not really so different”:

The term ‘bandersnatch’ is just a pretended name of a species; it doesn’t 
really designate a species, and once one knows that this is the case one can-
not say under what circumstances there would have been bandersnatch-
es. ... I think that the case of ‘unicorn’ is no different [given] that the 
term ‘unicorn’ is merely pretense, no hypothetical species is named. ... 
And the status of the predicate ‘is a unicorn’ should be precisely analo-
gous to that of the hypothetical name ‘Sherlock Holmes’. (2013: 52–3)

Earlier Kripke (2013: 47, fn. 15) sums up the point: “I should 
not be taken as saying that it is impossible that there could have been 
… unicorns. … Rather, the counterfactual possibility is ill-defined, 
given that there are no unicorns.”

All of this is so evidently correct that the reader may be wonde-
ring why I am labouring the point. But the important thing to notice, 
for present purposes, is that one does not have to reject descripti-
vism or accept Kripke’s historical chain picture to acknowledge it. 
The account is an account of storytelling as pretence and the con-
sequences of that. It can be accepted on its merits irrespective of 
one’s view of the right thing to say about genuine names and natural 
kind terms used outside any pretence. Kripke emphasises this. He 
notes that some descriptivists have thought that it was an advantage 
of their position that they could account for fictional proper names. 
For example, a merit of descriptivism, it has been claimed, is that it 
can account for the meaningfulness of ‘Odysseus was set ashore at 
Ithaca while sound asleep’ (Frege) or even the truth-evaluability of 
sentences containing the name ‘Apollo’ or ‘Hamlet’ (Russell).2 But 
Kripke rejects this: 

2 Of course, the standard arguments against descriptivism, stated in Naming and 
Necessity (1980: 27–9) and set out, for example, in the first chapter of the introduc-
tory text by Ahmed (2006) do not appeal to the phenomenon of fiction.
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The existence of fiction is a powerful case for absolutely nothing, it can-
not settle the question between the Russellian theory and the Millian 
theory. Nor can it settle the question between Mill’s theory and any 
other. (2013: 23)

This is because, 
when one writes a work of fiction it is part of the pretence of the fiction 
that the criteria for naming, whatever they are, are satisfied.... Far from 
it being the case that a theory of the reference of names ought to make 
special provision for the possibility of such works of fiction, it can forget 
about this case, and then simply remark that, in a work of fiction … it is 
part of the pretence …. that these criteria are satisfied.... So I will call 
this ‘the Pretense Principle’ … it would apply to any theory of naming 
whatsoever. (2013: 23–4)

So, to labour the point yet again, someone who endorses even the 
most unsophisticated form of the description theory of names, has no 
truck with the notion of a rigid designator and simply says that names 
and natural kind terms are merely abbreviations for definite descrip-
tions, fully synonymous and interchangeable with them in all con-
texts, can perfectly well agree that circumstances it would be correct 
to describe as ones in which Sherlock Holmes existed are ill-defined 
because ‘Sherlock Holmes’ is not a name; it is merely a part of the 
pretence that it is, and hence part of the pretence that the criteria for 
its being so (i.e., its being, he says, synonymous with a description) 
are satisfied. The same holds, mutatis mutandis, of ‘unicorn’, and in 
this way the two cases are exactly the same as that of ‘bandersnatch’, 
about which it is merely a pretence of Carroll’s that it satisfies the 
criteria for being a name of a kind of unpleasant animal.

So a theorist who thinks that ‘Sherlock Holmes’ and ‘unicorn’ are 
fictional terms can accept Kripke’s Addenda contentions about them 
without being under any pressure to reject descriptivism.

Of course, there are more things to be said about Kripke’s ac-
count of fiction making as pretence. There are several bones of con-
tention. And someone might think that in order to resolve these one 
must reject the descriptivist account of genuine names, or at least 
that a descriptivist will be hard put to resolve these whilst accepting 
the Kripkean account of fiction-making as pretence. In this way, it 
might be said, the Kripkean is, after all, in a better position to accom-
modate Kripke’s Addenda contentions about ‘Sherlock Holmes’ and 
‘unicorn’ by appeal to the fictionality of these terms than a descrip-
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tivist is. I do not think this is so (nor do I think that Kripke himself 
would wish to endorse this line of thought). But I shall briefly discuss 
the bones of contention with this in mind.

The first is this. It is not only the case that there are no circum-
stances which it would be correct to describe as ones in which Sher-
lock Holmes would have existed, it is also undeniably correct to say 
‘Sherlock Holmes does not exist and never did’. Similarly, ‘unicorns 
do not exist and never have’, and ‘bandersnatches do not exist and 
never have’. But how can this be? This is the problem of negative exis-
tentials. It confronts anyone who accepts Kripke’s account of fiction-
making as pretence because according to this these ‘sentences’, on 
the use the account explains (as components of works of fiction), are 
neither true nor false but nonsense. Yet plainly, as we standardly use 
them, they are not.

As Kripke explains, one can easily imagine finding out that things 
are such that it is correct to say ‘bandersnatches exist/did exist’. 
We could find out that Lewis Carroll’s intentions were not what we 
thought. He was not engaged in storytelling. He was writing, in the 
form of a poem, a straightforward report of the local fauna in his boy-
hood neighbourhood. In fact, we might uncover a letter in which he 
responds to an enquirer by saying that he is quite surprised that peo-
ple think he is talking about imaginary animals. Actually, he himself 
used to encounter bandersnatches occasionally when he was a young 
boy, though he was warned by his parents to avoid them because they 
were frumious, and indeed these words seem to have dropped out of 
common use.

Of course, we know that is not the way things are. Carroll was just 
writing fiction, and we can report this fact by saying that bandersnat-
ches do not exist and never did.

But how, then, is the use of the term in this context to be explai-
ned? Kripke struggles manfully with this perplexity and arrives at a 
complicated story which has satisfied no one and about which he will 
say only that it is better than anything else he can think of. One worry 
is that it is in conflict with his own account of naming and requires 
some sort of notion of indirect reference more at home in a Fregean 
account (see Salmon 2011: 64). I only want to note now that the pro-
blem of these negative existentials does not in any obvious way point 
to a problem for descriptivists which is not equally a problem for 
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Kripkeans, nor does it give any reason to think that descriptivists can-
not endorse Kripke’s account of storytelling as pretence. Of course, 
descriptivists have, to the contrary, argued that the intelligibility of 
negative existentials is a point in favour of their account. But Kripke 
convincingly shows that this is not so. Whatever descriptive materi-
al,  ‘blahblahblah’, pertaining to bandersnatches, we can extract from 
Carroll’s poem, when we say ‘bandersnatches do not exist’ we do 
not mean ‘there is nothing satisfying the description: blahblahblah’, 
any more than when we say ‘unicorns do not exist’ we mean ‘there 
is nothing answering to the description …’, where this is one that 
can be extracted from the unicorn myth, or when we say ‘Sherlock 
Holmes does not exist’ we mean ‘there is nothing answering to the 
description …’, where this is one that can be extracted from the 
Conan Doyle stories. As Kripke says, even if there were, unknown 
to Doyle, someone actually satisfying such a description it would not 
be correct to describe the discovery of such a person as the discovery 
that Sherlock Holmes existed. Whatever the resolution of the prob-
lem of negative existentials is, then, there is no reason to think that it 
must either favour or, the crucial point for our purposes, be inimical 
to descriptivism.3

The second well-known bone of contention about fictional na-
mes is their use as names of fictional characters, as in e.g., ‘Sherlock 
Holmes was inspired by one of Doyle’s university teachers’. Again, 
whatever the correct thing to say about this is, this use is no argument 
against descriptivism or the availability to descriptivists of the Krip-
kean pretense account of storytelling.

I earlier described the use of ‘Holmes’ by Conan Doyle as its ‘pri-
mary use’. But in fact, on the Kripkean story it is not, since it is not a 
use at all, but a pretence of one. But there does seem to be a genuine 
use of the name as a name of a fictional character in sentences of the 
type just mentioned, a use of it as a name of a genuinely existent enti-
ty, on a par, as a human creation, with the story, ‘A Study in Scarlet’, 
or the United States of America (see Kripke 2011: 63). Kripke recog-

3 Sophisticated Lewisean descriptivists may suggest that when one says ‘Sher-
lock Holmes does not exist’ one means ‘there is no such person as the person I have 
heard of under the name ‘Holmes’’, or maybe ‘there is no such thing as the causal 
source of this token: Holmes’ (Lewis 1997). But there are objections to this (see 
Salmon 2011).
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nises this. Similarly, there does seem to be a genuine use of ‘unicorn’ 
and ‘bandersnatch’ as names of fictional kinds, which are not kinds, 
like the tiger or water, no more than the character Sherlock Holmes 
is a man, but are nonetheless genuinely existent human creations.

If so, descriptivists need not demur. As genuine names of genui-
ne entities, on their view they will be associated appropriately with 
descriptions. But saying this does not require them to depart from 
the Kripkean position that in the original fictions these terms are 
meaningless ‘pretended names’, nor therefore is there any difficulty 
for them in accepting Kripke’s Addenda contentions about ‘Sherlock 
Holmes’ and ‘unicorn’ understood as fictional names.

The third bone of contention about fictional names is their appa-
rent use within critical discourse, sometimes, not always, within pre-
fixed assertions like ‘In the stories, Holmes was a cocaine addict’ or 
‘In the poem, bandersnatches are fast-moving’, which are apparently 
assessable as true or false. Again, these are problematic for Kripke 
since what follows the prefix can apparently express no proposition, 
since the nonsense names are not merely mentioned but used. Krip-
ke refers to these prefixes as ‘quasi-intensional’ but it is hard to see 
how they can be (Salmon 2011: 65). Once again, though, whatever 
one says about how to deal with this problem there seems to be no 
reason to think that it is any more of a problem for descriptivists than 
for Kripkeans. Descriptivists might be tempted to think that they are 
better placed to deal with it than Kripkeans. This seems unlikely, in 
the light of the arguments given by Kripke, but whether or not this 
is so, there certainly seems to be no reason to regard this problem 
as a reason for rejecting descriptivism or thinking that descriptivists 
cannot follow Kripke in regarding fictional names as merely preten-
ded names.4

4 A possible solution to the problem is to suggest that when the critic says, 
‘Sherlock Holmes uses cocaine’ (something that can verified by reading the stories) 
he is retelling (part of) the story. That is, he is himself pretending to be a narrator 
of the activities of someone called ‘Sherlock Holmes’. This then, is to be compared 
with my retelling of the bedtime story of the Three Little Pigs to my child, or 
perhaps with an actor, or different actors, acting out the same part on repeated 
occasions. So what he says is neither true nor false, just as Conan Doyle is not 
writing anything true or false. But about the critic we can ask a question we cannot 
ask about Doyle: is he in fact retelling Doyle’s story or telling or retelling another 
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In sum, then, I have argued in this section that contrary to the im-
pression one gets from Naming and Necessity even if Kripke is wrong 
to reject descriptivism his contentions in the Addenda about ‘Sher-
lock Holmes’ and ‘unicorns’ are still plainly correct if these are fic-
tional names and his account of storytelling as pretence is accepted 
(as it plainly should be).

IV

But are ‘Sherlock Holmes’ and ‘unicorn’ fictional names? ‘Sherlock 
Holmes’ certainly is, but I assume it is contentious whether ‘unicorn’ 
is. Moreover, even if ‘Sherlock Holmes’ is a fictional name there are, 
it seems, non-fictional empty names like ‘Vulcan’. But it seems that 
given that that name is in fact empty, the conclusion that there are no 
possible circumstances which it would be correct to describe as ones 
in which Vulcan existed is straightforwardly derivable from Kripke’s 
historical chain picture of reference. This seems to be the correct 
conclusion, but how can a descriptivist accommodate it?

So, despite the discussion of fiction just completed, the question 
whether the correctness of Kripke’s Addenda contentions, appropri-
ately generalized, is an argument against the description theory arises 
again. My view, explained in this section, is that though the question 
arises, it has a negative answer.

First, I need to be clear about the distinction between a fictio-
nal name like ‘Sherlock Holmes’ and an empty name like ‘Vulcan’. I 
take it, following Kripke (2013: 31) that the distinction is that ‘Sher-
lock Holmes’ was introduced as part of a pretence by Conan Doyle 
who knew that was what he was doing, whereas the introduction of 
‘Vulcan’ was a mistake, a product of false belief. Thus, there was no 
attempt to introduce ‘Sherlock Holmes’ as a name by Conan Do-
yle. It was part of the pretence that it had already been introduced, 

one? This is the question whether his retelling is faithful to the original (which is 
what we have in mind in speaking of truth here). As for the prefixed assertion ‘In 
the story Holmes takes cocaine’, perhaps the prefix can be read as a scene-setting 
announcement: I am about to retell (part of) the story. Wait for it:’ This is sug-
gested by Predelli (2020: 84ff.). The only point I want to note is that this account 
(on which there is no use of a name by the critic any more than there is by Conan 
Doyle) is as much available to the descriptivist as the Kripkean.
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presumably by Sherlock’s parents, whereas ‘Vulcan’ was introduced 
(by Babinet) but the introduction failed. What actually goes on in the 
introduction of a name will be disputed by descriptivists and Kripke-
ans. But they will agree that for any genuine name there has to be an 
introduction, successful or not.

So consider the following case, which all will agree constitutes the 
introduction of a name. I fix the reference of the name ‘Tom Jones’ 
by stipulating that it is to name the man presently living in the old 
house over the river there who is always so rude and unsociable. Both 
descriptivists and Kripkeans will agree that if the description denotes 
my naming ceremony will have succeeded. Kripkeans will say that I 
have introduced a rigid designator the reference of which is merely 
fixed by the description and no association with the description or 
any description is needed for subsequent successful use of the name. 
Descriptivists will not agree. They will insist that some identifying 
knowledge of the bearer is required for successful reference, though 
they need not say that the name is synonymous (after its introduc-
tion) with the original introducing description, and they will not say 
that the name is a Kripkean rigid designator, though they may say 
(and arguably have to say) that in modal contexts its use is by conven-
tionally typically that of a wide-scope description (Dummett 1973: 
127ff., 1981; Lewis 1984: 223). But despite their disagreements they 
will agree that if the reference-fixing description denotes, the name 
will have been successfully introduced as the name of its denotation, 
and if the description does not denote (e.g., because there are in fact 
two men in the house) the introduction has misfired and ‘Tom Jones’ 
in this use is an empty name.

Now in this case the Kripkean will say that since ‘Tom Jones’ is 
a rigid designator of nothing ‘Tom Jones could have existed’ is false 
and so there are no circumstances it would be correct to describe as 
ones in which Tom Jones would have existed. There might be other 
circumstances in which a single man was in the house, in different 
circumstances different men, and these need not be merely possible 
men, but could be (different) actual men. But there is no circum-
stance of which it would be correct to say, ‘If that circumstance had 
obtained Tom Jones would have existed’. For if so, which one?

So even though ‘Tom Jones’ is a genuine name, not a fictional 
name, it is still the case that there is no possible world properly de-
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scribable as one in which Tom Jones would have existed. The diffe-
rence made by the name being empty rather than merely fictional 
is just that ‘Tom Jones could have existed’ is false rather than, like 
‘Sherlock Holmes could have existed’, meaningless.

Now, however, the descriptivist can just say the same about the 
empty case, as long as he does not regard ‘Tom Jones’ as synonymous, 
interchangeable in all contexts, with its reference-fixing description 
and so a flexible designator. Given that there are two men living in the 
house, the statement ‘The man living in the house might have existed’ 
is ambiguous between a true statement with the description given 
narrow scope, and a false one with the description given wide scope. 
Hence if the name behaves by convention as a wide-scope description 
in such modal contexts (which appears to be what descriptivists have 
to say to account for the observed linguistic phenomena) ‘Tom Jones 
could have existed’ is false. So descriptivists, like the Kripkean, can 
accommodate Kripke’s Addenda observations about ‘Sherlock Hol-
mes’ even if it is not a fictional name, but an empty one.

What about the unicorns? It is, of course, unclear whether ‘uni-
corn’ is a fictional name of a kind, like ‘bandersnatch, ‘tove’, ‘ali-
corn’5 and probably ‘dragon’—maybe there is no right answer. But 
even if ‘unicorn’ is an empty name rather than a fictional name, given 
the Kripkean assimilation of natural kind terms to proper names of 
individuals and the reasoning by which the Kripkean can establish the 
necessary non-existence of the bearers of empty names, it is unpro-
blematic that Kripkeans can affirm that there are no circumstances it 
would be correct to describe as ones in which unicorns existed. The 
remaining question then is whether a descriptivist can endorse this 
conclusion. He can affirm the corresponding thesis containing emp-
ty names of individuals because he can endorse widescope descrip-
tivism for them (Dummett 1973, 1981, Lewis 1984). Comparably, 
he can endorse widescope descriptivism for natural kind terms, like 
‘tiger’, and maintain that they differ in their behaviour in modal con-
texts from descriptions like ‘large carnivorous, quadrupedal cat-like 
animal, tawny-yellow in colour with blackish transvers stripes and a 

5 From the children’s My Little Pony television series. Princesses Celestia and 
Luna are alicorns, unicorns with wings (though it is disputed on Wikipedia whether 
they have been so from birth).
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light belly’ (Kripke 2013: 44, quoting the Oxford English Dictionary). 
If he can do this he can explain why, assuming ‘unicorn’ is an empty 
natural kind term, ‘unicorns could not have existed, like ‘Tom could 
have existed’, is false.

But the value of the explanation thus available to the widescope 
descriptivist may be challenged, given that it depends upon an appeal 
to a general convention which makes false a wide range of modal 
statements.6 It is important then to note that the widescopist con-
vention need not be regarded as ad hoc. Typically, such descriptivists 
hold that different descriptions, some deferential, are associated with 
a name by different speakers and at different times. Given such vari-
ation in descriptive association a convention whereby names should 
be given wide scope in modal contexts has an easily comprehensible 
rationale, stated briefly by Lewis (1984: 243, with footnote acknow-
ledgement to Noonan 1979):

There may or may not be rigidification. If there is that will avoid con-
fusion between people who have attached the same name to the same 
referent by different descriptions. For nothing will be true as one per-
son means it, but false as the other means it, not even when the name 
appears in modal contexts.7

6 But note here exactly what the widescopist descriptivist’s convention is: it is 
that names have wider scope than modal operators; it is not that they have wider 
scope than any operators, including, for example, negation. Thus, according to the 
widescopist view the name has wider scope than the modality in ‘Vulcan could 
have existed’ (though note the caution in footnote 7). But it is left open whether 
the name has wider scope than the negation in ‘Vulcan necessarily doesn’t exist’ 
(compare the non-modal negative existential ‘Vulcan doesn’t exist’—of course, 
the Kripkean has difficulties with both of these if he wants to say that they are true 
since it is not true of anything that it is a (necessary) non-existent). In fact, it is 
consistent for him to hold that other conventions governing the scope interaction 
of names with negation in existential statements require the negation to have wider 
scope than the name in these negative existentials. He can alternatively consistently 
say that ‘Vulcan necessarily doesn’t exist’ must be read with the name having widest 
scope, the modal operator intermediate scope and the negation narrowest scope 
and so the statement must be read (like ‘the present King of France/the round 
square necessarily doesn’t exist’) as self-contradictory.

7 Of course, what one does not do only because one is following a convention 
is something one can do. And when the rationale for the convention does not ap-
ply one may. Thus, Dummett (1973: 111ff.) considers the name ‘St Anne’, which 
is such, he assumes, that all users associate it with the description ‘The mother of 
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But it may be objected that the widescopist strategy cannot, in 
fact, adequately explain Kripke’s explananda on the assumption that 
the relevant names are empty and not fictional. For (here I quote an 
anonymous referee):

It can help descriptivists only as far as modal sentences are concerned. 
... It can allow them to say that the sentence ‘Vulcan could have existed’ 
is false. But consider the non-modal sentence ‘Vulcan exists’. According 
to the descriptivist it expresses the same proposition as the existential 
sentence containing the definite description allegedly synonymous with 
‘Vulcan’. But if as assumed the description is only contingently empty, 
that proposition is only contingently false. Then there are possible cir-
cumstances relative to which the proposition expressed by ‘Vulcan ex-
ists’ is true. Now aren’t these circumstances in which Vulcan exists, or, 
to use Kripke’s phrase, circumstances properly describable as ones in 
which Vulcan would have existed?

The answer is ‘No’. The referee’s question in effect challenges the 
widescopist to deny that ‘There are possible circumstances in which 
Vulcan exists’ is true. But the sentence ‘there are possible circumstan-
ces in which Vulcan exists’ is not understood unless it is understood 
as strictly equivalent to ‘Vulcan could have existed’ (Kripke 1980: 
18, fn. 16).8 The latter is a modal sentence. So to be successful the 

the Virgin Mary’, know nothing more and know that all other users are in the same 
condition (in his 1991: 48 he presents the same argument against Kripke substitut-
ing St Joachim’ (the father of the Blessed Virgin) for ‘St Anne’ to make this point 
more obvious). In this case, he argues, the reading with the name having narrow 
scope comes into view, so ‘St Anne might never have been a parent’ will be heard 
as ambiguous. He notes that Kripke can say the same but will locate the ambiguity 
in the type of modality in question, epistemic or metaphysical, whereas he thinks, 
appeal to scope is the more conservative explanation. Kripke himself gives ‘Jack the 
Ripper’ (1980: 79) as a similar example. ‘Vulcan’ may, in fact, have the same status. 
Donnellan (1977) argues that in the case of such unusual names as ‘St Anne or ‘Jack 
the Ripper’, or Kripke’s example ‘Neptune’, as first used by Leverrier, which are 
pegged to an introducing description during a particular time period, the name 
may in that time period be indeterminate between a rigid designator and a flexible 
designator. This is consistent with Dummett’s position.

8 That is the short answer. The referee is, of course, expounding the anti-wides-
copist response of Kripke’s Preface in the 1980 edition of Naming and Necessity, 
which is replied to by, amongst others Dummett (1981, 1991). A key part of the 
reply is that (even given that ‘Vulcan’ is associated at all times only with the descrip-
tion ‘the intra-Mercurial planet’) ‘Vulcan exists’ is not synonymous with ‘the intra-
Mercurial planet exists’. It is part of our understanding of the former sentence, 
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widescopist’s strategy only needs to help as far as modal sentences are 
concerned. So I conclude that a sophisticated widescopist account of 
names of individuals and kinds can accommodate the intuition that, 
assuming that ‘Vulcan’ and ‘unicorn’ are empty names, there are no 
possible circumstances properly describable as ones in which Vulcan 
would have existed and no possible circumstances properly describa-
ble as ones in which unicorns would have existed.

The point is perhaps harder to see in the latter case because whe-
ther ‘unicorn’ is in fact a merely empty term or a fictitious name is 
unclear. So I will finish by sketching a hypothetical case of something 
which is clearly an empty natural kind term. In Material Beings (1990: 
104) van Inwagen imagines a community, the inhabitants of Pluralia, 
who are in contact (from a distance) with what appears to be a kind 
of large, black, very timid, tiger-like animal. They introduce the term 
‘bliger’. Later they discover that there are no bligers. What appears 
to be a bliger is really six animals. Its ‘legs’ are four monkey-like crea-
ture, its ‘trunk’ a sort of sloth, and its ‘head’ a species of owl. The 
illusion is amazing.

There are no bligers, nor is there any circumstance of which 

unlike the latter, according to the descriptivist, that one recognises that it contains 
a name, hence is subject to the widescopist convention. But what one understands 
when one understands a sentence is its meaning. Hence the two sentences dif-
fer in meaning and in one sense of ‘proposition’ express different propositions. 
In another sense they express the same proposition: what one asserts when one 
utters either assertively is the same. Dummett thus distinguishes between ingredi-
ent sense (wherein the sentences differ) and assertoric content (wherein they are 
identical) (Dummett 1981: 572, 1991: 48). Evans (1978) accepts Dummett’s dis-
tinction, using ‘proposition’ for ‘ingredient sense’ and identifying the proposition 
expressed by a sentence with a function from worlds to truth-values (see Rabern 
2017 for a survey of related literature). Thus, in Evans’s scheme the proposition 
expressed by ‘Vulcan exists’ is a function whose value for any argument is the truth-
value F, whereas the proposition expressed by ‘the intra-Mercurial planet exists’ is 
a function whose value for a world w is T iff it is true relative to w that there is a 
unique intra-Mercurial planet. So the referee’s statement ‘there are possible cir-
cumstances relative to which the proposition expressed by ‘Vulcan exists’ is true’ is 
true only if ‘proposition’ is read as ‘assertoric content’. But the inference to ‘there 
are circumstances in which Vulcan exists’ is valid only if ‘proposition’ is read as 
‘ingredient sense’. What is undeniable is that ‘there are possible circumstances in 
which Vulcan exists’ must be understood as having the same truth-value as ‘Vulcan 
could have existed’. 
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it would be correct to say ‘if that circumstance had obtained the-
re would have been bligers’ (though, of course, if the circumstance 
had been as the Pluralians originally supposed they would have been 
correct in asserting ‘There are bligers’). ‘Bliger’ as it is supposed to 
be used in this story is not a fictional name; it is an empty name, like 
‘Tom Jones’ if in fact there are two men living in the house by the 
river. However, the Kripkean view that there is no possible circum-
stance correctly describable as one in which ‘there would have been 
bligers’ is correct but, I have argued, can be accommodated by the 
(sophisticated) descriptivist as well as the Kripkean.

V

I conclude that even if Kripke is wrong to reject descriptivism in the 
body of Naming and Necessity, he is right in the Addenda in his con-
tention that no circumstance is properly describable as ones in which 
Sherlock Holmes or unicorns existed and that this is so whether these 
are fictional names or merely empty ones, though the reasons differ 
in the two cases, and only a sophisticated widescopist descriptivist 
(like Dummett or Lewis) can agree with Kripke if, in fact, these na-
mes are merely empty.
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